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The Respiration Issue

1992 Spare Rib Mission Statement:
“The dialogue here involves both men and women … only when we can come together to recognize the distinct talents of
Dartmouth women, as well as root out the conflicts that still lurk, that we can all share the community comfortably. The
mythical Eve discovered and revered knowledge, and Spare Rib appreciates that small step of the first woman to educate
herself and make space for herself in a world of men … Spare Rib will recognize the achievements of women across the
spectrum … There is room here for creative works and investigative pieces; for art and sports stories as well as news; for
humor and seriousness. We are multifaceted and multitalented, and [bringing] our talents together can only help us
celebrate our difference and unite our strengths.”

2020 Spare Rib Mission Statement:
The Spare Rib newspaper was first published in 1992 to highlight women’s accomplishments and persisting problems
in the two decades following co-education at Dartmouth. Unfortunately, the paper’s editorial staff and approach
represented a narrow, one-dimensional slice of feminism, and the paper went out of print after only a few years. Twentyfive years later, our goal reflects a movement that has evolved considerably since 1995. We are re-establishing Spare Rib
to discuss struggles, achievements, and history of people and places beyond the center, hindered (but not constrained) by
racism, classism, sexism and further means of oppression, through analysis, humor, and critique. Our struggles deserve
recognition, our perspectives deserve to be voiced, and our strengths deserve to be celebrated.

Editors’ Letter
Today, many of the issues highlighted in the original publication persist. As we discuss climate change, police brutality,
health care access, and more, we are saddened to be writing about some of the same issues our predecessors did. But, we
are emboldened with the knowledge of its importance to us then and now. We have fought and will continue to fight
these battles, as we strive to create a more equitable and inclusive future by learning from the past. As we mentioned in
the last issue (and will continue to mention), Spare Rib itself was created by students at Dartmouth College, a school built
on Abenaki land that to this day prospers off indigenous trauma.
Our 21W theme is Respiration, focusing on metaphorical and physical cycles akin to breathing. Respiration is one of
the few bodily functions that can be both unconsciously performed and consciously controlled. During these challenging
times, we have become conscious of the things we often take for granted, such as the right to breathe. The events of
last year repeatedly reminded us that breath is not afforded to everyone; we witnessed the rise of a respiratory virus that
disproportionately impacts communities of color, California wildfires filled the air with orange smoke, and we took to
the streets to scream ‘I Can’t Breathe.’ For many of us, the weight of this year has been suffocating, and it has been far
too long since we have breathed in the crisp Hanover air. We hope this issue inspires you to reflect on what it means to
breathe in and breathe out. As we ring in the new year, we hope that we can begin to change the cycles that perpetuate
systemic issues, and we hope that more of us have a chance to breathe deeply—for the first time in a while.

The Name “Spare Rib”
As written in the second chapter of Genesis, God took a rib from Adam, the first
man, and from it fashioned Eve, the first woman, to serve as his companion. We
propose a different origin story, in which no one is merely a piece of flesh, secondthought, servile, or spare.
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in Spare Rib are those of individual authors and not necessarily reflective of the zine, writers, or staff
as a whole, nor represented as wholly complete or correct information, nor intended to disparage any group or individual.
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A petite white woman on the
TV screen invites me to inhale my body into
Cat Pose before gently exhaling into its sister Cow
Pose. I comply, feeling my muscles roll into their new
position as I note the instructor’s adorable matching
pink exercise set. Is it LuluLemon, perhaps? Or maybe Fabletics?

While a typical day in our household, I find
this suburban vignette dubious. These at-home yoga
trends — as banal as they seem — exemplify the
questionable nature of a globalized obsession with
yogic culture. America’s yoga craze, fueled by flagrant
capitalist pursuits, has corrupted the integrity of the
craft.

A basic yoga practice revolves around a collection of specific poses integrated with intentional
breathing and meditative thought.[1] Besides a basic
understanding of some foundational poses, a quiet
space, and focused breath, yoga demands very few prerequisites from
“Should I
the burgeoning yogi. Respiration,
opt for the
movement, and meditation: all sim$550 8-week
ple processes within our own bodies.
mindfulness However, recent years have unveiled
how something as universal as breathcourse or the ing can still be restricted, politicized,
$68 reversible and commodified. Yoga, derived from
yoga mat and the Sanskrit word for union, has instead become a hierarchical practice,
matching $100 transformed by Western capitalism
pants? Why not into inaccessible, New Age, whitewashed spaces.

Four virtual yoga practitioners are
guiding me through an online Core
Power Yoga sculpt bodyweight class,
made possible by my parents’ $140
monthly subscription. I like these video classes because they’re a nice blend
of yoga sequences and cardio — my
parents enjoy them too, and often
accompany me, pulling out their specially-ordered mats, breathable yoga
shorts, and matching towels.
While the class concludes
with a two-minute savasana, a motionboth?”
less mind and
While yoga originated in South
body reflecEast Asian culture with roots in Hindu thought,
tion dedicated to breathAmerica’s fascination with yoga is largely galvanized
work and serenity, we
by a rampant consumer market, not a spiritual one. A
use this time to wipe
2016 study conducted by Yoga Journal and Yoga Allidown and roll up
ance found that Americans spent a cumulative $16.8
our mats. Our days
billion annually in yoga classes, clothing, equipment,
are busy, after all.
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and accessories.[2] Practicing yoga is yet another avenue to flaunt one’s wealth and free time. There exists
a dizzying array of commodities which accompany
the lifestyle of the chic American yogi. Should I opt
for the $550 8-week mindfulness course or the $68
reversible yoga mat and matching $100 pants? Why
not both?

pursuits. In countless instances, we
witness white yogis
craft their self-images
based off of personal,
inaccurate interpretations
of a commodified “other.”
One trendy urbanite who claims
to be “innovating” the practice
by removing all Sanskrit words sums
her perspective up with a quippy, “why be zen
when you can be fabulous?”
Indeed, the commodification of yoga, the
rise of spiritual materialism, and the white-washing of cultural spaces is simply a 21st century
recapitulation of colonization, imperialism, and
cultural erasure. One cannot examine the economic, neoliberal proliferation of yoga without
also unpacking the centuries of colonial violence which predicate it. Many of the instances
of “multiculturalism” found in Bhatnagar’s film
are simply surreptitious instances of neocolonial
appropriation of previously colonized cultures.
Undoubtedly, reproducing non-Western
cultural traditions within a settler-colonial state
is inherently problematic, with even greater im

With every new mat, class, or app, yogic identities become increasingly inauthentic symbols and
realities for “a dominant white society to casually
buy and sell.”[3] Creator of #whitepeopledoingyoga
Chiraag Bhakta says it best, “yoga has been put in an
ironic position: colonized and commodified, a tradition rooted in detachment and equanimity has been
hijacked by a grasping possessiveness.”[4]
To journalist and yogi Bhanu Bhatnagar, this economic hegemony is nothing short of “commercializing the mysteries of the universe.”[5] In his 2014
documentary, Who Owns Yoga?, Bhatnagar dives
headfirst into the ample, and often ridiculous, versions of yoga found in America — if one can even label some as such. From Rave Yoga (yoga practiced in
a black-light club with neon face painting) to Praise
Moves (yoga-inspired poses done while reciting biblical scripture), Bhatnagar tracks all the ways white
people co-opt and rebrand yoga for their economic
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plications when the
tradition economically and socially
benefits the descendants
of colonizers themselves.
And while recent decades
have witnessed an impressive
unearthing of America’s rampant
cultural appropriation, there still
exist many insidious structures reliant
on cultural theft which go unacknowledged.
Certain subsects of yoga have become novel tools of
colonial agendas, which is rather ironic as the practice
was originally repressed during the British occupation
of India because of its anti-imperial sentiments.[6]
So who, as Bhatnagar asks, owns yoga? Is it the
American “inventors” who patent their signature yoga
routines? The indigenous peoples of the Indus River
Valley 5,000 years ago who originated the practice?
Myself, as I roll out my mat and renew my online
subscription? The fact that we’re asking this question reflects a deep seated capitalist, colonial rhetoric
which posits everything can and must be possessed,
monetized, and profited from. If something is for the
emotional and physical wellbeing of any able-bodied
person, no one should ever own it. No one claims
that only South Asians can practice yoga. As yogi and
author Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev states, “just because
the sun touches Indian shores before it touches Doha,
can we claim the sun is Indian?”[7] The issue lies not
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“The issue lies not with
white Americans doing
yoga, but that these
people consume an
inauthentic exercise
which not only
disregards, but harms,
its culture of origin.”
with white Americans doing yoga, but that these people
consume an inauthentic exercise which not only disregards, but harms, its culture of origin.
It is quite uncomfortable to sit and consider your
participation within a system reliant on a pervasive,
institutionalized othering. It feels far easier to jump to
justification or solutions, omissions and deletions: anything to remove guilt and move on. But, not unlike the
final, motionless savasana, this discomfort is necessary
and productive all the same.
Then, we can exhale and go from
there.
Endnotes
[1] Kelly Couturier, “Yoga for Everyone,” The New York Times (The
New York Times), http://www.nytimes.com/guides/well/beginner-yoga.
[2] “2016 Yoga in America Study Conducted by Yoga Journal and
Yoga Alliance,” Yoga Journal, April 13, 2017, https://www.yogajournal.com/page/yogainamericastudy.
[3] Batacharya, Sheila, and Wong, Yuk-Lin Renita, eds.
2018. Sharing Breath: Embodied Learning and Decolonization. Edmonton: Athabasca University Press.
Accessed November 10, 2020. ProQuest Ebook
Central.
[4] Chiraag Bhakta, “The Whitewashing of “#WhitePeopleDoingYoga,’” Mother Jones, October 17, 2019,
http://www.motherjones.com/media/2019/10/whitepeople-yoga-sf-asian-art-museum/.
[5] Bhatnagar, Bhanu. Who Owns Yoga?
Aljazeera . Aljazeera Media Network, 2014.
https://www.aljazeera.com/program/al-jazeera-correspondent/2014/11/27/whoowns-yoga/.
[6] Batacharya, Sheila, and Wong, YukLin Renita, eds. 2018. Sharing Breath:
Embodied Learning and Decolonization. Edmonton: Athabasca University
Press. Accessed November 10, 2020.
ProQuest Ebook Central.
[7] Bhatnagar, Bhanu. Who Owns
Yoga? Aljazeera . Aljazeera Media
Network, 2014. https://www.aljazeera.
com/program/al-jazeera-correspondent/2014/11/27/who-owns-yoga/.

Outbound.
By: Jaymie Wei Art by: Sophie S. Williams

I follow my best friend through the six-foot-tall flowers
both of us grazing their stalks with open palms
like we’re kids playing hide-and-seek
in the clothing racks of some department store.
The flowers are red and yellow and not for sale
which only makes them prettier and
the sky is blue and white and never-ending
which makes it the same sky I see over Boston.
I took the subway and a bus and a train to get here
which is behind the pumpkin patch at a family farm
which is somewhere in northern Massachusetts
which is to say I still don’t know why
my best friend didn’t follow me into the city
at summer’s end when the year stood before us
like some indeterminable Rubik’s Cube.
Instead she stayed in her childhood bedroom and
I brought my suitcases to a four-story walk-up and
we Facetime each other like we’ve been doing
since the end of our freshman spring,
the last time we lived in the same place.
Now, in the flower field,
that took me two hours and twelve dollars to get to,
she takes off her mask saying she can’t breathe and
that it’s sad I have to wear it all the time and
when I say I don’t even notice it anymore
she says that’s even sadder.

The flowers stretch forever for her here
but I can see beyond them:
to the kids yelling on the tractor ride
to the moms debating which pumpkin is rounder
to the dads closing the trunks of their SUVs
over and over in the burning afternoon light.
She tells me she’s suffocating at home and
she wishes she could go out and talk and
live and be a person in the world

Massachusetts Bay
Transportation
Authority,
“Commuter Rail
Map”
2020

but does she not know that
that’s what the mask allows me to do:
to enter stores and
speak with strangers and
brush past people on sidewalks and
do I tell her that breathing is not so bad
when you practice it every day?
Do I remind her that I know
what it’s like to be from here
which is also nowhere
that I was there for 6 months
and 18 years before that
and when I could, I left
and she could have too?
Instead we eat apple crisp in the grass next to the parking lot
watching the sun sink on this Saturday afternoon
and she drives me back to the train station
on roads that wind exactly like my hometown’s
and when we stop at a Starbucks I swear
I’ll look across the plaza and see the Marshalls where I worked last fall
folding clothes and pushing carts and scanning goods and clocking out
each day, holding my breath for the last one.
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WAP
Wet.

Ass. Pussy.

Even at 40 years old and supposedly certified to speak on
the subject, my human sexuality teacher knew nothing about
vaginas. The issue that exposed his complete lack of knowledge was discharge. Now to his credit, discharge is one of
the lesser known secrets of the vagina. It’s a real doozy of a
subject when talking about vaginal health -- particularly in
the context of STIs. My teacher, let’s call him Mr. Smith,
decided that he knew what he was talking about, and so
boldly claimed that “discharge is a common sign of STIs.”
The faces of the girls in my class went pale. There was
a chill in the room. A deathly silence. One girl Emma,
who looked particularly troubled, tentatively raised her
hand and asked “You mean … all discharge?” Evidently
Mr. Smith had not been expecting this particular question
-- or more, he hadn’t expected to be questioned at all. He
stuck to his guns, but a little less certainly this time. “Yes,
um, yes all vaginal discharge is a sign of STIs.”
I’m sure my readers with vaginas are in two camps
right now: those of you who have put this magazine down
in order to call your gynecologist, and those of you who are
ready to call this girl Emma and let her know Mr. Smith’s
mistake. Worry not. Though at 16 I had never even discussed
discharge out loud, I knew instinctively that this could not be
true, and I wasn’t about to let Mr. Smith scare an entire class
of girls about what was likely normal vaginal activity. I spoke
up: “Excuse me, but I don’t think that’s true. Vaginal discharge is
normal -- I’d assume some change in discharge would be the sign
of an STD. I think everyone has discharge, though.” The teacher
was stunned. I couldn’t tell if he was more surprised by the fact that
I had corrected him or the fact that he had been wrong. My classmates
did not seem to care. They breathed a sigh of relief that could have been
heard miles away. At least in that classroom, the misinformation campaign
about vaginas was stopped. But the worst part? This seemed normal to us.
No one complained about the teacher, no one even gave it a second thought
-- least of all, the teacher.
This class was representative of a larger issue: it seems like no one knows the
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truth about vaginas these days. We hear different things all the time about what
is healthy or normal for the monolith of vaginas -- should we shave them?
Should we wash them? Should mine stick out like this or smell like that?
Both our questions and their answers come from all different places.
While doctors or gynecologists might tell us one thing, mass media
tells us something different all together. Often, men’s aesthetic
preferences shape the media’s narratives about women’s bodies.
The problem is when these “aesthetic” preferences are no longer
believed to be aesthetic but are believed to be about health.
Because men prefer shaved vaginas, that means it is “cleaner”
to not have pubic hair. Because men dislike the natural smell
of vaginas, something must be “wrong” with your vagina if
it has a scent.
The issue is two-fold. Not only are men’s aesthetic
preferences taken to be the truth about vaginas, but the
media only allows men to speak about women’s bodies
as objects of their interest. However, when men speak
about women’s bodies, they are glorified. When women
speak about their own bodies, they are often censored or
shamed. So how can we really expect young women with
vaginas to know anything about their bodies?
Why do we even have to turn to the media in the first
place to learn about our bodies and sex? Would proper sex
education not be a more objective and truth based environment for learning about our selves? Access to any sort of
sex ed is the first issue here in the US: as of 2020, only 24
states and the District of Columbia mandate sex education in
public schools.[1] Evidently though, mandating sex education
does not guarentee quality sex education. Planned Parenthood
reports that this is a quantified phenomena: fewer than half of
high schools teach all 16 sex education topics as recommended
by the CDC.[2] Without mandated, quality sex ed, it only makes
sense that young people turn to art and media.
That’s where “WAP”, the chart topping hit by Megan Thee
Stallion and Cardi B, comes in. Thanks to the porn industry, the
conversation about how wet a woman’s vagina is has become largely

Feminist Analysis
and Reflections
By: Abby Burrows
8

normalized. It’s commonplace these days for men to question whether a vagina is wet enough, too wet, etc. Standing for
into their own hands.[3] They rap honestly about how their bodies react to good sex -- and that it’s nothing to be asham
Part of the importance of “WAP” is that it reclaims a narrative that is largely controlled by men. The song is as expl
This is something of a rarity in mainstream music and media. While the male dominated media industry hugely profits o
women for speaking their own language. The porn industry, for example, is one of the worst offenders. They objectify, o
it a year.[4] In this vein, I cannot overstate how important it is that the mass media is consuming a song about vaginas fr
And yet, “WAP” was still crafted to suit a narrative that would make profit -- is consumption of this narrative object
who, quite literally, have a DAP for a variety of medical reasons? These concerns are valid: the body positivity movemen
further stigmatize bodies that do not conform. Maybe, then, we as listeners need to shift our emphasis. The real power o
normalizes women taking control over the narrative about their bodies. If “WAP” can destigmatize women taking contr
of women’s bodies can be explored without judgement. I believe WAP has the potential to set the precedent of women
Critics have described the song as “lurid”, “vulgar”, and “vile.” Maybe. But in its explicitness, it is refreshingly ho
thing “woman” was vile. But in the end, I’d take “WAP” any day if it means I don’t have to be the one teaching my teach

Works Cite
[1] “What
[2] ibid.

[3] Susann
[4] “Porn I
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Fast Fashion: Slow
FGuilt,
a s hopelessness,
t F a sandh iano urge
n to online shop. An odd mix of emotions for me to attach

By: Bella

to the term “fast fashion.” Even though I’m aware of the detrimental environmental
impacts and inhumane worker conditions that come with fast fashion, I
can’t shake the strong desire to buy an adorable pair of trendy earrings at
H&M. What is fast fashion, why is it bad, and why is it so hard to
fix?

W
h a t Is It ?
Most of us know fast fashion refers to stores like

SHEIN, Forever 21, and Zara. Generally defined, fast fashion is a business model that churns out affordable, trendy
clothing using cheap materials and labor. Items in the newest
style are brought to the market at a rapid pace and last only a
short time, necessitating constant new purchases and reeling in
profit.

Good Or Ba d ?

At first glance, fast fashion seems to have a positive societal influence. The
low price points democratize fashion for the masses. No matter what your budget is, you can rock the same look as your favorite social media influencer.
Unfortunately, this benefit comes at a steep cost.
Fashion is the second most polluting industry on Earth, creating
roughly one third of all greenhouse gas emissions.[1]Fast fashion
drives this exorbitant environmental impact. In the last fifteen years
” alone, clothing production has roughly doubled, meaning emissions are set to rise exponentially if left unaddressed.[2] The industry
sacrifices environmental consideration to maintain a breakneck pace,
using cheap fabrics with a large carbon footprint and toxic textile dyes.[3]
Fast fashion has also led to more and more textile waste. The blindingly
fast production speed has shortened clothing cycles dramatically, increasing the
number of fashion seasons from two a year to around 50–100 micro seasons a
year. Beyond the sheer amount of clothing produced, the business model has
changed consumers’ mindset. Clothing is now seen as disposable rather than as
an investment. Compared to the year 2000, the average consumer now purchases 60% more items of clothing and keeps each for half as long.[4] Nearly
60% of all clothing produced is disposed of in landfills or incineration groups
within one year of being created.[5]
In addition to the environmental cost, fast fashion also has a human cost.
Cutting corners for the sake of speed and profit accumulation leads to worker
abuse. Fashion Nova, for example, was investigated in December for underpaying workers and owing them millions in back wages.[6] One worker at an
H&M supplier factory shared that she was beaten as punishment for not meeting her production quota at an H&M supplier factory. Another reported that she was grabbed by the
hair and punched for bringing up wages.[7] The fast fashion model creates unreasonable
production targets that translate into extreme pressure on underpaid, primarily female,
garment workers.
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So, how do we respond to this? None of us want to kill the environment or support
worker abuse. Yet the industry seems distant and unchangeable —
especially compared to the more immediate pressure to keep
“
up with the ever-changing trends without going
broke. For girls and young women in particular,
we are constantly judged by what we wear.
Clothing is presented as an external,
public expression of our identity. And,
generally, we want to be trendy, in-style,
and in line with those around us. So, shifting
away from our dependence on fast fashion is difficult. It looks more like a journey than a simple decision.
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Slow fashion, in contrast to the fast fashion model, uses
high-quality and eco-friendly materials; has locally sourced, produced and sold garments; and has only a few specific styles per collection that are
released only two to three times per year. Essentially, fewer items with a longer
production time and closet life. This means less clothes produced and, ultimately, less mountains of clothes in landfills. Without the pressure of a breakneck
production pace, the excessive strain on workers and the environment is relieved
as well.
As lovely as slow fashion is, compared to fast fashion, it seems expensive and
a bit boring. Thrift shopping and clothing rental, growing trends, can help ease
that adjustment issue. Both options extend the wear life of clothes, while being
budget friendly and offering more frequent options to change it up.
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Really the end goal is investing in fewer items of a higher quality and keeping them for longer. As British designer Vivienne Westwood put it, “buy
less, choose well, make it last.” But that doesn’t mean the change has
“
to happen all at once. Transforming your wardrobe and habits isn’t
a one-time decision to never buy fast fashion so much as it is a
journey. So, take it as an opportunity to think about what kind of
clothes you like, season after season. Try building a wardrobe the
same way that you would design a house: intentionally.
Start by simply trying to focus on getting some staples and basics
that you’ll definitely want to keep around for a while. Add your local
thrift store to your shopping agenda. Finally, make an effort to donate or resell
clothes that you no longer wear instead of sending them straight to the landfill.
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Works Cited:

[1] MacArthur, E. A new textiles economy: Redesigning fashion’s future, (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017), 1–150.
[2] The Problem with Fast Fashion, (Battered Women’s Support Services, 2019).
[3] Schlossberg, Tatiana. How Fast Fashion is Destroying the Planet, (The New York Times, 2019).
[4] Drew, D., & July, G. The Apparel Industry’s Environmental Impact in 6 Graphics, (2019), 1–9.
[5] The price of fast fashion, (Nature Climate Change, 2018), 8(1).
[6] Nguyen, Terry. Fast Fashion, Explained (Vox, 2020).
[7] Hodal, Kate. Abuse is daily reality for female garment workers, (The Guardian, 2018).
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That is the question we often
subconsciously ask ourselves when reading a book or watching a
film. We want to empathize with the protagonist; we search for
ourselves in their thoughts and actions. At least, as a child, that
was what I did. I read every Nancy Drew book, devoured the
Harry Potter series, and was enthralled by Ben Ten. As I have
matured, my taste in books, movies, and television shows has
evolved. I still look for the relatability component in whatever I
am currently absorbed in; now, however, I find it in the argument
of Outliers, the themes of The Kite Runner, and the emotion
of Wuthering Heights. Relatability, for me, hinges on the ideas,
thoughts, emotions, and aspirations of the author or protagonist.
My dad shares my love of literature and, in a conversation
with him the other day, the topic progressed to women writers. I
brought up my love for Ayn Rand, Toni Morrison, Maya Angelou, Christine de Pizan, and Emily Dickinson. My dad, however,
could not name a single woman writer that he had read in the
recent past, let alone at all. The more I thought about this interaction, though, the more
I realized that my dad is not the
exception: he is the
rule.

By: Katherine Arrington
Art by: Sabrina Eager

Art by: Sophie S. Williams
[1]

Of the top ten highest-grossing movies of all time ,
nine of them have male leads. Of the bestselling books of
[2]
all time , eight of the ten were authored by men, and
all of them have male protagonists. These facts are telling
of a greater issue in our society: the relatability, or rather
unrelatability, of women. Is the female experience really
so different from the male experience? Is gender identity
prevalent over shared humanity?
Our society teaches men to consume only films,
books, and television shows with male protagonists; men
are not taught to relate to women. Empathizing with a
woman is seen as emasculating and degrading, so in
every realm of media — sports, movies, television,
books — men almost always consume works
written by men, starring men. Women, on the
other hand, are taught to absorb media with
both male and female leads.
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In addition, when female characters are consumed
by men, it is often not their inner characteristics that
are noted, but their outer appearance. Women are often
depicted hypersexually: their appearance, clothing, and
[3]
body shape is fixated on. A study by the Geena Davis
Institute found that females are five times more likely
than men to be shown in revealing clothing, three times
as likely to have a thin figure and small waist, and three
times as likely to have an unrealistic body type. These
findings are problematic because they suggest that when
women do have major roles in films, they are objectified
rather than personified.

~
“ I s t he f e m a l e e x p e r i e n c e
r e a l ly s o d i f f e r e nt f r o m t h e
male exp erienc e?
I s g e nd e r i d e nt i t y p r e v a l e nt
ov e r sh a r e d h u m a n i t y ? ”
~

When men are
taught only to see
themselves in other
men, fifty percent of
the population is being
silenced. Valuable experiences and perspectives of womanhood and femininity, and of humanity more broadly,
are not being heard. This socialization of men to differentiate in the consumption of men and women— from
men, ideas, and from women, sexual appeal— also
hurts men. As a human, some of the most life-changing works I have read have been by women. They have
altered the way I see the world and how I view my
place in it. And those are moments that many men will
never share with me because those works are dismissed
as “chick flicks” or “sappy romances.” By neglecting to
consume women the way they consume men, men are
robbed of crucial ideas and important experiences.
At the end of the day, the only thing that any of us
can do is be aware. We should take stock of the media
we consume, and consider if there are any perspectives
we are not hearing, and ensure the characters we are
absorbing are not problematic. We need to read women, but we also need to read people from every culture,
individuals from differing national origins, authors
with different sexualities, and so on. We have to start
consuming women for their thoughts and ideas, for
their emotions and experiences, and for their perspectives on the world. At the end of the day, it is shared
human experience that should determine relatability,
and nothing else.
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Breathing Water
Meditations on Gender Divergence and Normality
By: Ana Lucía Noriega Olazábal

“For long you live, and high you fly,
And smiles you’ll give and tears you’ll cry,
And all you touch and all you see,
Is all your life will ever be.”
-Pink Floyd, Breathe (In the Air)
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I’VE ALWAYS HAD FANTASIES OF
DROWNING. Not in a suicidal sense, but rather, in a

metaphysical sense. The existential terror that has plagued
my mind ever since my own transness appeared at the
forefront of my life is based around the awareness of the
unique, finite reality, and personal quality of human existence itself — what Chilean folk band Quilapayún calls
“the space between two deaths.” Considering life as just
an insignificant flash of light between an inconceivable
abyss of perpetual darkness, one truly becomes conscious
of how unique, and different, a life can be. Taking into
account religious notions of the afterlife is irrelevant to
this point. It can be logically stated that, were one to be
born transgender, one will never experience terrestial,
human life as a cisgender person while retaining the same,
full consciousness. To the aforementioned point: even if
one believes in reincarnation, in most philosophies, the
reincarnated subject lacks any full, vivid recollections of
their past life; they cannot remember the experiences of
a given past life as a living person could, say, remember
what they had for breakfast in the morning. Thereby,
even if a transgender person were reborn as a cisgender
person, they could never experience both realities within
the same consciousness.
This distillation of the existential horror that is the
transgender experience leaves more questions unanswered
than not. Mainly, what is it to be transgender in the first
place? One can begin answering this by talking about
emerging research suggesting biological causes for gender
incongruity. For example, Lopéz and Calleja point out the
structure of certain sexually dimorphic areas of the brain
more similar in cisgender females and male-to-female
transgender individuals than cisgender males. Additionally, they argue that testosterone receptors in the brains of
male-to-female transgender individuals are not as capable
of binding to testosterone as expected, leading to a ‘feminized’ brain.[1] On the other hand, a historical materialist
approach reveals that how being transgender is expressed
is dependent on the historical epoch. Marx posits that “as
individuals express their life, so they are. What they are,
therefore, coincides with their production, both with what
they produce and with how they produce. Hence what
individuals are depends on the material conditions of
their production.”[2] Through this logic, it follows that to
be transgender under primitive communist society, feudal
society, or the higher stage of socialism is not the same.
For this piece, I want to focus on being transgender
in our current era, the era of decadent capitalism.[3] In
this historical context, existing as a transgender individ

Art By: Sophie S. Williams

ual is akin to being in a constant state of drowning, a
state from which not even medical transition can save us.
In that sense, normality is the eternity of the ocean, with
its violent, crashing waves, and its frigid, salty winds, and
we are the drowning sailor thrown off her boat. So, let us
begin our investigation by delving deeper into the idea of
normality itself.

On Normality

Categorically, normality can be understood to be
normative at its core, as the ideal generalized state of
things within a system. The objects that compose this
system are compelled to act in accordance with this concept of normality to maintain the system’s composition
in itself. In a Hegelian sense, that which social, legal, and
economic pressures enforce as normality — for example,
the category of cisgender — can be understood as the
being-in-itself. Here, a subject of cisgender experience
is understood as a something-other in relation to another
subject who embodies the same superficial experience.
The process of traveling back and forth between both
mutually recognized experiences — through which these
something-others pick apart the things that differentiate their cisgender, normal experience from that of an
abnormal, gender divergent experience, — leads to the
conceptualization of cisgender normality in itself.[4] This
process can be visualized as follows:

Constructing the notion of cisgender existence inherently forces a separation between the subjects who embody
said experience and the subjects who do not — that is,
transgender and other gender non-conforming individuals.
[5] There is no meaning in cisgenderism in the abstract, just
like how an object does not and cannot have a use-value
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if it merely floats in space,
without a subject to interact
with it.[6] Cisgender as
a category cannot exist
in any meaningful way
once the superficial
process that creates it
is transcended; [7] and
it can only be defined in
relation to other subjects
who superficially embody
this existence, using a process
of conceptualization that inherently creates a barrier between that
which exists in normality (cisgenderism)
and that which does not (to be transgender). To be cisgender implies normality in how
it defines itself — as an allignment between assigned
sex and gender rather than a misallignment. Although one
may claim to think of this condition in the abstract, such
moralistic notions are impossible to escape within these
bounds of language and definition themselves. The very
concept of cisgender remains intimately tied to a separation and alienation from transgender existence. As such, it
acts in unity with normality. This is separation
through conceptualization.

Transness as a Rupture
from Normality

With this in consideration, to
be transgender not only stands
outside the bounds of how
cisgenderism defines itself,
but as a total rupture — a
violent separation and opposition — from normality itself.
To be transgender is not normal,
because the way in which normality is
defined is inherently hostile and exclusionary of transgender as a state of being. This is
not a normative statement by any means. On the
contrary, to say that being transgender is “not normal” is a condemnation of normality itself, not the
other way around. Forming the cisgender category
privileges one superficial experience over another;
it violently excludes that which it does not encompass as a core feature of its own, negative process
of self-conceptualization.[8] As such, to be abnormal is expected of any subject falling outside of
the categorizations privileged by normality, and unfor-
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tunately, so is the punishment that comes with
this reality. It is important to note that none
of this exists in the abstract — separated
from its material, social context.
Normality, as a category in the era
of decadent capitalism, may be seen
as an integral part of the sociopolitical
superstructure sustained by the dominant mode of production — that is,
nothing more than another one of
the tools utilized by capital in order
to sustain itself. As Marx argues, “the
totality of these relations of production constitutes
the economic structure of society, the real foundation,
on which arises a legal and political superstructure
and to which correspond definite forms of social
consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions the general process of social,
political and intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but
their social existence that determines their consciousness.”[9]
Normality is part of that constructed consciousness, and it is enforced upon the whole of society
by the whole of society in itself; it is akin to Catholic
self-flagellation. The transgender subject is
the nun who ran away from the convent.

The Goal is Not to Be Cis:
A Quick Break from
Philosophy

“Por lejos que estés cariñito, ahí
ahí te seguiré,
Por lejos que andes amorcito,
ahí ahí te encontraré.
Eres mi cielo, mi guía, la
estrella encendida de esta
pobre vida,
Otro cariño no tengo,
te sigo queriendo con el
corazón…”
-Los Kipus, Mi Cariñito

A few days after my arrival to Dartmouth, I was prescribed 2mg of Estradiol and 100mg of Spironolactone a
day. This is the standard dosage for trans women beginning
hormone replacement therapy as part of their medical transition. After taking both pills, I met up with my best friend
and we went to explore the abandoned golf course area in
the northern end of campus, where we found a nice, hidden
spot deep into the woods, next to the Connecticut river. We
laid down against the trees, as she played songs from her
favorite experimental new wave bands on her phone. As
we spoke, the indescribable joy that had overwhelmed my
senses due to the mere fact of starting hormones began to
slowly wane, and different thoughts intruded in my mind.
Our conversation shifted, and I began externalizing my
doubts and fears. In all of what I said, there was one thing
in common: the sense that no matter what I did, I would
never be a normal woman, i.e., a cis woman. I wept, bitter
tears rolling down my face, as she comforted my wounded
heart. In between the sounds of chirping birds, the wind
caressing the reddish trees, and the slowly-moving river, she
uttered a set of words that have not left me since that very
moment: “I will never understand what it feels like to be
you, but you have to understand, that the goal is not to be
cis.” That brief moment of clarity, which I, in my prejudice,
thought of as impossible of being concocted by a cisgender
mind, illuminated a darkness that had loomed over me for
almost a decade. It may seem obvious in hindsight, but the
allure of the promise of eventual normality — that is, closeness to the state of being cisgender — is so intoxicating, so
addictive, that it blinded me to the reality that no amount of
hormones, make-up, and correctly-gendered greetings on
the street would ever truly make me normal; that is, cisgender. It is precisely this reality which my friend, perhaps due
to her inherent alienation from my position of abnormality,
was able to make me aware of. I took in the words, savored
them, swallowed them with a side of Foco pizza and soda,
and digested them over the course of several weeks.
It’s hard to accept that ultimately, the fantasy of
normality is impossible to achieve for a gender divergent
individual, even if one may tend towards normality, like an
asymptotic function. Eventually, one has to find the courage to admit that, by virtue of inhabiting a body that is so
strident and disruptive to our modern social context, one
simply can never be “normal.” This is a fact that I do not
take lightly or without serious thought, but that nonetheless, shows itself to be true. This proves to create a sort of
existential terror in my mind, as it becomes impossible to
escape “what-if ” thoughts. What if I had been raised as a
girl? What experiences would I possess that I do not, for
the mere virtue of growing up transgender? What if I didn’t
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have to worry about where my name appears, rather than
having to be so conscious about such a basic aspect of
self-identification? What if I could have biological children? What if I could just take my clothes off and fuck
like any other cisgender woman, instead of agonizing over
my alien genital configuration?
To that end, I mourn so many lost things. I mourn
the childhood and adolescence I will never have. I mourn
the child I will never conceive and raise. I mourn the
hopelessly broken relationship I have with my mother,
who will never see me as her daughter — and worse than
that, who sees who I am as being just the living corpse of
what was once her son. I mourn what it could have been,
and what could be, but wasn’t, and will never be.
And yet, I will forever continue living and loving
from my abnormality.

To Assimilate or to Transcend? Ay,
There’s the Rub!

Judith Grant, a Professor of Political Science at Ohio
University, argues in her essay ‘Gender and Marx’s Radical
Humanism in The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844’ that all of human prehistory[10] — that
is, class society — is characterized by a state of animalistic, non-human existence, where the historical human
subject operates alienated from its species-being, or
essence. The communist project, therefore, as a classless
society, appears as a movement towards the transcendence
of animalistic existence into a truly human existence.
Under such a view, the self-transformation of the human
body — which, unlike the privileged, transhistorical sexed
body (which is essential to the definition of normality
as it relates to cisgenderism), can also exist without any
moral trouble — represents “the creative self-direction of
human beings... [and] a step toward a more genuinely free
humanity.”[11] For Grant, humanity’s shaping by arbitrary
gender norms — and gender as a whole — can be looked
at in a similar manner as to how Marx sees biological
functions. For Marx, “eating, drinking, procreating, etc.,
are also genuinely human functions. But taken abstractly,
separated from the sphere of all other human activity and
turned into sole and ultimate ends, they are animal functions.”[12] In a similar manner, the modern dogged adherence to cisgender normality is humanity engaging with
the body and mind in an animalistic way, rather than in a
truly human way. Just as socialism, for Marx, transforms
the state of hellish alienated existence brought upon by
class society into a truly human existence, it also liberates
humanity from the shackles of gender.
The question remains of how people whose gender
identity diverges from the norm ought to engage with
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gendered society at large. Should one seek to assimilate, to
the best of one’s ability, into this system? If we think of
normality as water and a transgender individual as a sailor
thrown off her boat, then to assimilate would be akin to attempting to breathe water. One may last a few seconds, but
the burning sensation of the lungs closing up would soon
set in, as to even physically breathe water is impossible, and
a tragic death by drowning would certainly follow. While assimilating into cisgender normality will not kill anyone — at
least not directly — it will ensure that one is always chasing
an impossible ideal. Rather than attempt to be something
we, as transgender individuals, will never be, we should seek
to create our own lives and futures. We will never see a truly
human existence until the day that the capitalist system is
burned to the ground, but we can make the best of our
situation. Even if totalizing, cisgender normality can only
reach so far.

Gender Divergence and the Historical
Mission of our Times

“El viento te llegara susurrando mis palabras—
Prefiero el frío volando al abrigo de tu jaula;
Quisiera verte volando por donde vuelan los
condores,
Así con ellos dibujar la libertad con tus alas.”

-Duo J.M. Arguedas, Palomita Vanidosa

In many Quechuan languages, waqay is a term that can
mean both to cry or to make music. This fundamentally
Andean dialectical logic of sublimation (that which Hegel,
and thereafter Marx, termed aufheben) between oppositional pairs can be used to understand the logic of transgender existence as it stands in our historical epoch, and
furthermore, in the heroic, mystical, Quixotean mission of
this generation. Of course, to be transgender is not revolutionary in itself. As Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek
argues, if being transgender was truly an inherent menace
to the prevailing economic mode of production, companies
would not be so fast to turn us into yet another consumer
demographic. But it is in their interest to do so, as money
is money, whether it comes from cisgender or transgender
pockets.[13]
In short, to be transgender is merely a matter of bad
luck, and there is not much to it beyond this. This reality,
however, should not stop us from finding meaning and purpose in our predicament. We should not limit ourselves to

what we may be able to find in our current lives— the love,
happiness, and friendships surrounded by a world that will
never grant us true dignity. Rather, given that a transgender
existance will never reach its full human potential until we
find ourselves as a species living a truly humane existence, it
should be in our best interest to struggle towards this goal.
That is the mission of our generation, to turn the misery
imposed upon us into a raging fire of love and melt away
the chains that have shackled us for centuries. Together
with the workers and all oppressed peoples of the
earth, we must build a new society, one of
freely associated producers, without
classes, money, or states. That
is the dialectical sublimation of our suffering and
our joy into a fearless
will to fight, one that
represents the logic of
our existence in this
era. And although the
road leading towards
the new, humane socialist
epoch is unpaved, muddy,
and dangerous, it is preferable
to perpetually trying to breathe
water when we were meant to breathe
air.
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S u f f o cat i n g
The Stigmas
of
Mental
Illness
By: Arielle Morris Art By: Annie Qiu
For centuries, talking about mental health has been
taboo. Huge stigmas are imposed on psychological disorders, leading to many people staying silent. These stigmas
are deadly. Today, many people still suffer in private for
fear of being judged if they seek help or because their
“parents don’t believe in mental illness.”[1] Slurs like
“psycho” or “bipolar” have become commonplace insults.
When someone is diagnosed with depression, their reality is constantly discredited and they are told that it could
be so much worse. Would someone with a broken arm
ever be told it is not really that bad and that they should
just fix it? The mere thought of this is laughable because
there is significantly less stigma around most physical injuries. With the suicide rate being the highest it has been
in 30 years, ignoring or denying the pervasive impact of
mental illness is lethal.[2] Stigmas can feel suffocating as
they prevent people from getting help or sharing their
struggles with even their closest friends and family.
Although there are countless people who perpetuate
the stigmatization of mental illness, many people are
doing the opposite. In today’s society, many young
people are in the process of changing the dialogue
surrounding mental illness both to bring awareness
to psychiatric disorders as well as to eradicate related
stigmas.

Many celebrities have begun speaking out about
mental illness to normalize it, telling their fans that they
are not alone. One such celebrity is Ariana Grande, who
is open about her struggles with PTSD and anxiety,
which worsened following a terrorist attack at one of her
concerts. From interviews discussing her struggle with
PTSD to her song “Breathin’, Grande has frequently spoken about this topic. She told People Magazine, “I think
a lot of people have anxiety, especially right now, my
anxiety has anxiety … I’ve always had anxiety. I’ve never
really spoken about it because I thought everyone had it,
but when I got home from tour it was the most severe I
think it’s ever been.”[3] The fact that only twenty years
ago a celebrity who opened up about their mental illness
would be shunned and looked down upon really speaks
volumes about our progression as a society. In 2009,
Britney Spears’ mental health issues came under spotlight
and news outlets described them as “the latest Spears’
incident” and as her descent from, “pop princess to
train wreck.”[4] The contrast between the acceptance of
Ariana Grande’s mental health struggles and the mocking
of Britney Spears’ is striking. Ariana Grande and other
celebrities who use their platforms to start the conversation about mental illness help bring public awareness to a
point where we can openly discuss it.

“...I think a Lot of people have anxiety...
Especially RIght Now, mY Anxiety has Anxiety...”
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Demi Lovato is another celebrity who uses her
platform to discuss mental illness. She is very open
about her depression, addiction, bipolar disorder, and
past struggles with self harm. She shares her story
because she wants to ensure that others don’t feel alone
or ashamed of their struggles with mental illness and
highlight that the topic is not something to shy away
from. In her MTV documentary about mental health
called “Stay Strong,” Demi said, “Why not air all my
secrets? Why not share my story because some people
need to hear it?”[5] The fact that interviews like this even
exist suggests that we are making strides towards being
able to freely discuss mental health in
everyday life. Previously, references
to mental illness were reserved
for psychiatric hospitals or petty
gossip, but now can be discussed
openly in everyday contexts. We
still have significant progress to
make towards a society without
mental health stigma, but the
biggest accomplishment we as
a society have made when it
comes to mental illness is that
it is discussed at all. Influencers
like Demi Lovato who use
their popularity to relate to
those suffering from
mental illnesses
to elevate
awareness have
brought our
society forward.
We have begun separating
the illness from the person just as we do with
physical illnesses. If a person has cancer, they are a person

fighting cancer, not a cancerous person. If a person has
major depressive disorder, they are a person dealing with
depression, not a depressed person. Mental illness is not
who you are, it is an illness that you live with.
Despite all of these improvements we as a society
have made when it comes to mental illness, there is
still a long way to go. The suicide rate is proof in and
of itself. In 2018, suicide was the tenth leading cause
of death in the U.S.; suicide is an epidemic.[6] People
are still scared to share their mental health status for
fear that they will be judged or looked down upon.
Experiencing mental illnesses can be exhausting and
suffocating and sharing one’s struggles with the world
can
only add to that stress. It is much easier
for
celebrities with huge platforms and
adoring fans to be candid with their
mental health than regular people.
However, if we continue to create
an environment where people
can feel comfortable sharing
their mental health struggles,
we all benefit. Hopefully in
the future, we will make more
strides toward accepting mental
illness and looking at it just as
compassionately as any other
illness. The stigmas that
we maintain because
of a history of
both ignoring
and fearing
mental illness
will hopefully
diminish, but only if we
work to destigmatize mental health issues and be more
compassionate to those struggling.

“WHy not air all my secrets? WHy not share my story
because some people need to hear it?”
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When the world ends, who do we turn to?
Playlist:
By Ourselves / A letter
to my younger self
“If grief is the price of love, I am
unable to pay.”
—NYT Modern Love

For many of us, the last 9 months have been the most isolating of our lives. In times of need, all we
have is ourselves; all we can hope is that “ourselves” is enough. But we’re both always by ourselves and
never really by “our self.” The people we love and the people we will love, though we may not see them
or we may have really lost them, will always be there to find solace in when everything goes wrong.
And if we’ve learned anything as of late, things can and will go wrong.
Here is a mixtape of songs that transport us to places old and new. Tyler Cole in “The Government
Song” validates that expressing anger is its own special form of respiration. Phoebe Bridgers’ “Funeral”
recounts our lowest moments when breathing seems like an impossible task. But as Janelle Monae’s
“Oh, Maker” reminds us, there are people and things that can make us breathe so easy that we don’t
even realize we’re doing it -- we remember that this is how it should be.
Wherever we are, wherever we’ve been in the past 9 months, we hope that through these songs, we
can breathe a little easier -- if only for a while. There will be no panacea for the pandemic, no antidote
to the apocalypse -- but hopefully these songs get pretty close.
This is how we cope all by ourselves.
And us? We’re going to be just fine.

Playlist curated by: Abby Burrows and Elaine Mei.
Layout and cover design by: Sophie Williams.
Cover art by: Isabel Burke (@theflightlessartist).
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Podcast Review:

Review by: Sophie S. Williams.

Blowback: n. blow-back /blobak/
“the unintended adverse results of a political action or situation.”
But are these results really unintended? Or are they expected,
welcomed, and often repeated?
AMERICAN CONFRONTATIONS WITH IRAQ
span across at least six U.S. presidencies, with troops
stationed in what’s left of Iraq.
From the Blowback shownotes: “The invasion of Iraq
in 2003 constitutes the greatest crime of the 21st century. Hundreds of thousands of Iraqis were killed, and
Iraq was plunged into a cycle of violence and crushing
poverty that endures to this day.”
Yet the Iraq war is a confused and buried memory in American history. Why did the United States
Listen to
Blowback
wherever
you get your
podcasts.
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of America commit to bomb, invade, and occupy
Iraq? This material question is exactly what Blowback
(named for a definition from the organized crime
branch of the American ruling class, the CIA)
tries to demystify.
Conservatives and liberals alike base the ethical standing of the war on whether or not the U.S.
could decisively “win” (kill enough Iraqis, commission enough military equipment, and forge an
elusive-enough Iraqi oil deal to cover the returns) or
“bring democracy” (an insult to a thousand-year
civilization that was democratically run before the
United States-endorsed Ba’athist coup). Many perspectives — like Vox editor Ezra Klein’s episode Why the
Hell Did We Invade Iraq? — focus on the “confused
foreign policy” and bumbling incompetence of American political leaders. Overwhelmingly, these inquiries
and explanations omit any of the clear material motives and gains gleaned from these imperial policies.
Militant group ISIS is often mentioned in U.S.
media — but never the fact that it exists because of the
Iraq invasion. Today, most people understand that the
“Weapons of Mass Destruction” claim was fabricated
and even that the Iraq War was “fought over oil.” But
mainstream arguments are still stuck on “whether or

“A Podcast About the Iraq War.”

Produced by Brenden James and Noah Kulwin

★★★★★
BLOWBACK

“Blowback is a 10-part podcast investigation
into the war, the decades of policies that led us
to destroy Saddam Hussein’s government, and
the aftermath of the American invasion. Cohosts Brendan James and Noah Kulwin examine
the ways in which the American government interfered in Iraqi politics long before we ever put
boots on the ground, and why America turned
on Saddam Hussein, the U.S. government’s former favorite strongman in the Middle East.
Episodes are available wherever you get your
podcasts.”

not the war was successful” rather than “there should never,
ever have been a war.”
In ten episodes of an hour each, Blowback offers an
analytical account of the U.S. war on Iraq. It displays the
motivation (ever-present but rarely mentioned) behind
every imperialist war: expand the empire, amass wealth to
amass power, and amass power to amass even more wealth.
It wasn’t a stupid, absentminded accident. In fact, for those
who orchestrated the war, it was a profitable success. (Listen
for further details.)

My primary criticism is that the podcast often uses “we”
as a pronoun to represent the actions of “America.” It is always good to remember that it’s almost never “we the people”
committing this or that atrocity or imposing this or that
horror. If you mean “the United States corporate interests as
aligned with state military power” went to war with Iraq, then
say so. If you mean we, us, the people of the republic — we
whose children, labor, and tax dollars are sent to Iraq to
terrorize Iraqis and die — we who protested the war in the
millions – then say we.

Blowback is both heartbreaking and entertaining as ****,
a masterful technique to soften (laugh bitterly at) the
horrors of history. Episodes conclude with a hollow, contradictory, and propaganda-loaded audio clip from the time:
the voice of a reporter, president, or statesman. This underlines the episode’s content and leaves the listener feeling
empty, enraged, or flat-out battered.

Boiled down, the answer to Ezra Klein’s question — Why
the hell did America invade Iraq? — is best answered by
recovering academic Michael Parenti: “The ruling class has
only ever wanted one thing: everything.”
He’s right. The least we can do is understand them.
Blowback is a good place to start.

RANDOM BONUS EPISODE RECOMMENDATION:
American Exceptionalism and Innocence: Liberal Ideology and American
Creation Myths. (Revolutionary Left Radio, December 8, 2019).
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Art by: Kaitlyn Anderson
Our piece follows the rhythm and flow of two voices,
represented through the different font colors:
Black (Irina), White (Jimena), and Blue (in unison)

Living by the 105 Freeway is growing used to the sounds

of cars, trucks, motorcycles, and the Green Line storming
through loudly, making its presence known to all. It is becoming accustomed to freeway underpasses being a part of
my daily walk to elementary school. It is being told by my
mother to steer away from the debris and polluted materials
along the path. It is noticing houseless folk struggling to
find support and resources in order to survive and constantly being criminalized by the city. It is not knowing what
a city devoid of noise sounds like. It is constantly being
surveilled by helicopters and wondering who they are out
to get this time. It is slowly noticing new gentrification
projects being hauled in and that it’s up to the Southeast
Los Angeles community to organize and mobilize against
the possible displacement. It is hearing about more and
more peers in my class having respiratory issues or developing asthma. It is dealing with the fact that I am conditioned
to breathing the toxic, unhealthy smog–filled air of Los
Angeles. It is dealing with the reality that environmental
justice communities, which are disproportionately impacted by environmental hazards, face these conditions and
are raised believing this is the “norm.” It is coming to the
conclusion that these damn freeways have ties to legacies of
displacement, redlining, environmental
racism, and gentrification that I have yet
to process and deal with.
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Living on the Huntington Park-Vernon border has been
the presence of large trucks and grey buildings my entire
life. Vernon, being an entirely industrial city, exempts the
community from having a tree in sight— or a breath of
fresh air. When the air smells disgusting in the mornings,
due mostly to the Farmer John’s factory a couple blocks
away, we use humor and tell jokes. I have vivid memories
of driving down Leonis Blvd. with my parents and suddenly smelling a horrible smell. “Quien se hecho un pedo?” We
would laugh and defend ourselves; “yo no! Yo no fui!” These
are some of the most precious moments with my parents
during my childhood, but at the root of this is this horrible
environmental injustice. The air has an almost unbearable
smell; if it smelled like that in Hanover people wouldn’t
have to get used to it. But that’s not how it is around here. I
mean, community members have made successful efforts to
protect our
hoods from the harmful
pollutants
in Vernon, but the Farmer
John’s
factory… well that’s just
something
we’re all used to. Something
we do not
deserve to live with,
but I guess
that is just the
way it is.

Recent California fires worsened the already unhealthy air quality of our neighborhoods. The sky was
orange for weeks and we were never formally told to
stay indoors to avoid the extremely dangerous air quality. It was something we took upon ourselves, knowing
that the state and government were not gonna advise
us to do. Everytime, I walked outside to check on the
world, it was difficult to breathe, as if I was inhaling
sparks into my lungs.
The sensation was almost comparable to the sharp,
crisp air of Hanover which we struggled to adjust to
breathing.
In Hanover, we keep a running joke about the
irony of our lungs struggling to adjust to clean air.
It was as if our lungs were so adjusted to the toxic,
poor quality LA air that they could not adapt to the air
improvement.
The air on campus is a privilege that not everyone
has, and it is so disheartening to sit and think “why do
I get access to this clean air, and why is it only available
to me when I am on this campus?”

It made us realize that the simple right
to breathe is only afforded
to a few.

It even makes me think about mobility and
who has the ability to travel to places like Hanover.
It is like we (our lungs) could take a break from
this reality during the time we spend on campus.
But since the pandemic started and I have spent
all this time at home, I have begun to view nature
differently. The Huntington Park-Vernon border
is a pretty industrial area in Los Angeles. I always
imagined nature to be everywhere except here.
Nature was in places like Hanover. A
drive or a plane ride away, but
certainly not here.
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Nature was in ...

Nature is everywhere.

... In the summer afternoons before the sun starts to set, the
neighborhood kids came out to play basketball, to skate, to just
sit and talk in the backyard we share with two other families.
Under a large guayaba tree that
offers us shade in the LA heat,
we live and breathe.

The environment and the body
are interconnected.

Just as Hanover is filled with skyhigh trees, boundless nature is not
absent, but abundant in our communities.
It is not a coincidence that we grow up thinking all there is to our
homes is industry when we have grass in our backyards.
When we have towering dragon tree plants that wave
to us in our windows, brown hummingbirds that sing to us,
and the dogs and roosters that wake up the whole block.

When we have trees that offer us shade and are so kind as to
sometimes give us lemons and pomegranates. We have roses that grow
and push through the rigid concrete.

Nature is everywhere. The environment and the body are interconnected. It is a continuity
that capitalism sets out to separate because it has the potential to radically change our understanding of nature and push us to (re)build our connection with it. Nature is living and what is done
onto the environment is done onto our bodies and vise versa.
Nature is anywhere and everywhere, yet industrial capitalism has made us think we are not
worthy of it so much so that it refuses to grow around here. Our lives are seen as expendable– but
they are not. If tremendous profits can be made from setting up industries in our neighborhoods,
it does not matter if it is at the expense of our air and overall environment.

After all, what is the harm of polluting
the air and soil if our communities are
imagined as having no grass and trees
here, anyways?
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In Defense of

GUILTY
PLEASURES
By: Elaine Mei
Art by: Bella Dunbar

Confession:
nothing makes my heart sing
quite the way “Steal My Girl” by
One Direction does. And “34+35”
may very well be my favorite song
on Ariana Grande’s new album —
which is to say, the pieces we keep
closest to our heart are often our guilty pleasures,
the songs that we belt out on karaoke night and the
cultural landmarks that make our grandparents blush
and lament the degeneracy of our generation.
But perhaps it’s time for us to push back against
the idea that we should be guilty about our pleasures in the first place. After all, our ideas about what
constitutes a “guilty pleasure” are socially-situated
— Channel Orange could be the guilty pleasure al-

bum that keeps a country
bumpkin up at night, just as
a heavy metal-head might secretly
listen to Kacey Musgraves when
his friends aren’t around.
Because this label is socially-situated, it’s no surprise that the
bulk of pieces we consider “guilty pleasures” are songs, TV shows, or books that we typically
market to young women: Justin Bieber, Miley Cyrus,
Love Island, Nicholas Sparks novels. At the very core
of it, we’re telling people, especially women, that they
should feel ashamed about the things that make them
happy. We use the term “guilty pleasure” to diminish
the value of the items that bring us joy. It’s a preemptive confession of guilt to a crime we haven’t committed, a gratuitous explanation we feel obliged to offer
up.
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joy is the day our joy becomes negotiable.
Dr. Sami Schalk, whose work focuses on
disability, race, and gender in American literature, says this self-censoring expectation stems from
the “deeply puritanical roots” of our culture, one in
which pleasure is seen “as sinful and bad and self-indulgent.”[1] Open any piece of feminist scholarship,
and you’ll likely see a section about the importance
of embracing joys and pleasures in our lives, particularly when those joys and pleasures have been denied
to us. As Adrienne Maree Brown puts it in her book
Pleasure Activism, “feeling good is not frivolous. It is
freedom.”[2]
Rather than passing judgment
on these pleasures,
we should dismiss the
idea that the media we consume must speak some profound truth in order for it to be
worth something. Sometimes our
guilty pleasures let us shut off our
minds for a while or bring us back
to a nostalgic time, and that alone is enough.
Though I confess it would be much easier to say Joni
Mitchell is the artist I default to rather than 100 gecs,
I adore 100 gecs for the same reason I adore Joni
Mitchell, or Steve Lacy, or Stevie Wonder. It’s music
that inspires me and makes me feel something, and
for me, there is no difference between the pleasure
I get hearing the twang of the guitar on Steve Lacy’s
Apollo XXI versus the random assortment of sounds
I hear on 100 gec’s 1000 gecs album.
Guilty pleasures are, undoubtedly, considered a
low-brow form of entertainment. We view these simple joys as marginal aspects of our identity, peripheral
to the things that matter — yet I can’t even begin to
explain how much of my self growing up has been
molded by the Lemonade Mouth soundtrack, or how
many of my coming-of-age high school memories
were probably formed against the backdrop of ABBA
playing on some distant stereo. When guilty pleasures are such a present feature of our lives, we should
acknowledge them for what they are: sources of joy
during times of hardship, or little gifts of nostalgia for
us to unpack when we reflect on our lives, or when
the present is unbearable. Our guilty pleasures are just
as essential as our most cultured picks, and the
day we begin policing the things that bring us
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At the very core of it, we’re
telling people, especially
women, that they should
feel ashamed about the
things that make them
happy. We use the term
“guilty pleasure”
to diminish the
value of the
items that
bring us
joy.

What matters is that
we’re taking a critical
look at the things we
devote our resources
towards, keeping in mind
that — as people with
marginalized identities —
we deserve to center our
own pleasure as an
organizing
principle.
Sometimes, however, the issue isn’t so clear-cut.
We run into problems when our guilty pleasure media is diametrically opposed to our own values. I’m
guilty of it too — according to Spotify, I’m in the top
5% of all Playboi Carti listeners in the world. Yet as
much as I enjoy his music, I’ll readily admit that a line
like “I fucked that bitch and gave her back” isn’t going
to put him on the cover of Spare Rib.
And misogyny in media is by no means confined
to hip-hop. Whereas most teenybopper music is intended as a lighthearted form of escapism, popular
media with misogynistic overtones isn’t so innocent.
It’s an expression of the hegemony-obsessed parts of
American culture, those parts of American culture that validate systems of power and codify
them in our consumption. When we begin
to question whether our third rewatch
of The Bachelor is starting to seriously
reflect on our values, or when we get
that sinking feeling in our stomach
listening to Chris Brown, it’s real
guilt, taking pleasure in something we fundamentally disagree
with.
The best we can do is to be conscious of the media we consume: what
power systems are we taking part in? Whose
agendas are we aiding or abetting? When it comes to
our consumption of media, are we putting our money
where our mouth is? These questions are difficult to
answer, if only because the entire notion of censoring
our “guilty pleasures” is itself riddled with misogyny.
What matters is that we’re taking a critical look at the
things we devote our resources towards, keeping

in mind that — as people with marginalized identities — we deserve to center our own pleasure as an
organizing principle.
What I mean to say is this: anybody who secretly loves One Direction should be out about it, and
I’m trying my best to pass no judgement when someone tells me J. Cole is their favorite rapper. So stop
apologizing for your taste in trashy media — when

you’re finished reading Pride and Prejudice, Emily in Paris will still be
waiting.
Endnotes
[1] Higgs, Micaela Marini. “‘Guilty’ Pleasures? No Such Thing.”
The New York Times, The New York Times, 2 July 2019. www.
nytimes.com/2019/07/01/smarter-living/guilty-pleasures-nosuch-thing.html.
[2] Brown, Adrienne M. Pleasure Activism: the Politics of Feeling
Good. AK Press, 2019.

On the day that my grandfather ended up
in the hospital, I watched the sunrise with five of

my closest friends at Acadia National Park.

In the weeks before, I could think of little but
the state of our nation: our breaking — or really our
broken — democracy, the injustices we cannot seem
to prevent, the people we cannot bring back to life.
At the time, over 200,000 Americans had already lost
their lives to COVID-19. Our country was mourning inspiring public figures such as Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg and Representative John Lewis. We were
channeling Ginsberg’s dissents and Lewis’s “good
trouble” to express our grief for the Black lives lost
at the hands of the police. Amidst all this loss, I often found it hard to breathe. But for the first time in
what felt like months, sitting out on rocks carved by
thunderous waves, looking at the first bit of sun to
reach any part of the United States on that day, I felt
at peace. It was as if the sun brought with it a glimmer
of hope.
It wasn’t until I got back to the house that I got
the call from my mom and heard the news about my
grandfather. He passed away two days later.
The last time I saw my grandpa (or papa as I call
him), it was December of 2019. Before the world
went into disarray, my whole family traveled down
to Florida for Christmas vacation. On one particular
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night, aunts and uncles and cousins and grandparents
all gathered around a few too many bottles of wine
and one too few platters of coconut shrimp to celebrate another year of being together as a family. The
restaurant had live music, a singular man on the piano playing oldies hits, and we danced alongside the
seniors who frequented the bar. I remember looking
over at my grandpa and seeing how happy he was to
be surrounded by the people he loved, by the family
he created with my grandmother.
The brain works in funny ways though, because
I cannot seem to remember much else of that particular vacation. Perhaps I do recall my papa driving
my mom and I to the airport, kissing us goodbye and
saying that he would see us at the latest in June for his
eightieth birthday. But maybe that memory is just a
concoction of the dozens of times he drove us to the
airport to wish us a safe flight and remind us that we
would see him soon.
The only time I have driven from my grandparents’ house to that airport since though, I was traveling home from his funeral.
Loss and grief are never easy. I recently read the
New York Times article “My Best Friend Is Gone, and
Nothing Feels Right,” from the Modern Love section.
In it, author Jared Misner writes “If grief is the price
of love, I am unable to pay.” To that I respond, if
grief is the price of love, how am I supposed to ever
stop grieving? Now, I cannot seem to write anything

LIFE AFTER
B R E AT H

Remembering Those
Wh o H av e Pa s s e d
By: Sabrina Eager

that is not about him. I cannot get the sound of his
laugh out of my head. My internal stream of consciousness now sounds like his voice. I keep thinking
of all the times I should have called to tell him that
I loved him over the seven months between the start
of COVID-19 and his death, when the virus kept us
apart. But more than anything, I keep thinking of all
the milestones he will miss in my life, all my future
successes that won’t lead to a phone call where I hear
him on the other line saying “I am so proud of you.”

If grief is the price of love,
how am I supposed to ever
stop grieving?

While my papa did not die of the virus that has
been haunting us for almost a year, his death was not
unrelated. My papa cared about the lives of individuals more than anyone I have ever met. He observed
how our government treats and mistreats its people,
how it prides itself on its commitment to opportunity, then locks the door just as you’ve entered the

Art by: Sabrina Eager, in reference to art from NY Times’s Modern2 Love
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waiting room. Frankly, I believe the strain of our imperfect union broke his heart.

more than anything to use this knowledge to help
people.

And my grandpa had a very big heart. He loved
everything from golf to classical music. He spent
hours sitting in his office either watching the latest
golf or tennis match, or wearing the market’s newest
and best headphones, listening to composers whom
he described as individuals who had no choice BUT
to write music. I remember standing in Millennium Park with him in Chicago. While all the tourists
swarmed to the iconic mirrored bean sculpture, he
directed his attention to the musicians rehearsing in
the nearby Pritzker Pavilion. Every meal he ate was
his favorite meal; every trip he took was his favorite
trip. But more than anything, he loved people. He wasn’t Mr. Social Butterfly by any
means, but he had a deep understanding
of the human condition, and wanted

My papa, Laurence Simon, was a psychologist.
He was a therapist, a thinker, a writer, a philosopher,
a teacher. He was one of the best teachers I ever had.
In his final years, he dedicated much of his life to reflecting on his career as a psychologist in his book
Psycho“therapy” and The Stories We Live By. In it, and
in conversations with me and the rest of our family,
he talked about how every individual has a story. He
believed in the power of these stories in therapy; once
we know where we come from, we can understand
who we are today and be okay with our progress in
this world. He struggled with the direction of the
field of psychology today, how it treats itself as a med-

ical field, how the English language and our society’s
lexicon don’t have words to accurately describe the
“doctor-patient” relationship of a therapist and a person in therapy. He felt that psychological diagnoses
place people in boxes, naming individuals as “mentally ill” or wrong in some way, in need of medication. Instead, he felt that we all as individuals are each
unique products of our own stories, of the “stories we
live by.” Rather than thinking of the mind as a noun,
something to fix, he thought of it as a verb. He would
always say to me “we don’t just have minds, but we
mind.”
All people on this earth, including people like
my papa, are the bearers of their own stories. Their
own histories. Their own legacies. And when they pass, these
legacies are passed onto those
of us that know their stories.
Even after their breath leaves
their body, their death cannot
steal the life they breathed into
us over the years. While I may
never get to hear my papa tell his
own stories, I can go read all his
old books, listen to his recorded
radio shows, replay the words he told me that live in
my memory. He may not be alive, but his spirit will
be alive for however long I can carry out his legacy.

hearing their stories. If everyone could view the world
a little more like him, through his psychological lens,
maybe we would be able to understand not only who
people are as individuals, but how their stories have
guided them to the present day. Now I have the power to share this perspective — his perspective — and
hopefully widen the perspectives of others through
literature and storytelling.
If only he could see me and be proud.
So, I have a proposed change to the idea that
“grief is the price of love.” I know that my grandpa
would want me to be happy and carry out his love of
learning, his love of loving, his love of helping people
using stories. He wouldn’t want
me to sit around grieving for long
enough to account for how much
I loved him in life. In a way, I do
not even have to think of him as
gone, but rather existing in the
form of legacy and memory. Instead of paying for love with just
grief, let’s say that the price of
love is the sum of both grief and
remembrance. Maybe that’s just
what I need to tell myself so that I can get out of bed
and get back to doing the things that would make
him proud. Who knows, but at least it provides me
with some glimmer of hope for a brighter tomorrow.
Just like another bit of sun breaking over the horizon.

Instead of paying for love
with just grief, let’s say
that the price of love is
the sum of both grief and
remembrance.

I admittedly am not an aspiring psychologist
like him, but I hope to live a life using the power of
storytelling, which I learned from him. I have developed my own passions for literature, where I analyze
narrators’ stories to understand how we all as human
beings choose to tell our own stories and how we as
readers or listeners can empathize with others after

May his memory be a blessing.
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Seeing

Ourselves

By: Samantha Locke

I’m watching the pilot episode for Aidy Bryant’s
Shrill. It’s 9:43 P.M. on a Saturday, I’m miserable for no
reason in particular, and when I see how her character,
Annie, relates to her friends, coworkers, and strangers,
I can’t help but think, “she gets it.” It’s a relief. Even
though I can’t relate to a number of Annie’s experiences,
and I want to remain critical of the series, a story featuring the characters of Shrill would have struggled to find
an audience even five years ago.
Representation is hard to define because it describes
so many things. It’s an umbrella concept that refers to
the many different characters shown and narratives told
on screen — sometimes just who is present in a narrative, but often more complex and nuanced than that. For
example, Queer Representation doesn’t just refer to how
many characters are queer, but how many of those characters have traits that vary from stereotypical, traditional
caricatures of these stories. Representation doesn’t just
refer to gender, sexual orientation and race. In addition
to these mostly-static characteristics, representation refers to the way these characters behave, how much space
they take up within a narrative, and how they interact
and form relationships with other characters.
Hollywood and mainstream American media is
notorious for focusing on the stories of upper-middle
class to rich, straight, abled white cisgender men (as
well as only hiring people in that demographic). Since
these characteristics have been traditionally considered
“default,” many tokenizing “diversity”[1] efforts won’t
include people with different characteristics. Intersectionality, a term created by Kimberlé Crenshaw, refers
to the way marginalized characteristics overlap, and can
be used to consider how far a creative piece strays from
the aforementioned default. For example, there are often
more men of color in mainstream entertainment than
women of color and more white women than women
of color. The further away from straight white cis abled
male, the (generally) less likely that character is to exist
onscreen. people and people of color in feature films
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show that exclusion is not the exception, but generally
the rule.
Some complexities of the entertainment world make
it far less hospitable to people with marginalized identities than other industries. For example, so many writer’s
rooms, producers, and other sub-industries hire based
on previous connections instead of open applications..
These connections are much more likely to be made by
those who already share certain privileges, like family
relations and acceptances to exclusive groups within
universities. Among other complications, workplace
standards are more difficult to navigate because jokes
and comments that may handle subject matter entirely
inappropriate to most offices will be written in scripts
for entertainment workplaces. (For example: a joke about
genitalia would be inappropriate for most opposite environments; writers would be expected to discuss the joke
if it was written in a script.)
Representation is so complicated largely because
it’s so amorphous: what does it mean to tell different
stories? Which stories are worthy of the big screen and
in an era when entertainment is still profitable, how can
honest narratives successfully market themselves to people who might not relate? Most people still don’t know,
and we’re all trying to write what we can. I hope every
aspiring creator, like me, shares some certain anxieties
about what to put into a final draft. How can I avoid
repeating negative biases that I don’t intend to have, but
were learned in a culture that values some people above
others? How can I grow, take space for myself and (try
to) have a job without stepping on the toes of peer
creatives?
I hope to actively wrestle with this and discuss with
people who consider these too. One step forward is
to consider the representation that exists already: what
stories are told, how they’re told, and what stories are
missing entirely.

“

The further away from
straight white cis abled
male, the (generally) less
likely the character is to exist
onscreen

Many efforts for representation have ended up
tokenizing minority groups. The difference between
tokenism and representation, though nuanced, usually
comes down to intention.
The prioritization of some stories in terms of screen
time and nuance measurably affects the self-esteem and
reactions of viewers. A 2012 study of 396 adolescent
black and white boys and girls found significant change
in their self-image over time: only white boys felt better
about themselves after consuming media, and all other
demographic groups felt worse.[2]
“Representation Matters” is a widely-held opinion,
visible from hashtags to blog posts to praise of media
like Crazy Rich Asians and Black Panther and Pose. But
what does that really mean? Nonetheless, a number of
people disagree on the form that representation should
take and how it can be achieved. At the same time, media
organizations like GLAAD[3] that measure representation of queer people and people of color in feature films
show that exclusion is not the exception, but generally
the rule.
Some complexities of the entertainment world
make it far less hospitable to people with marginalized
identities than other industries. For example, so many
writer’s rooms, producers, and other sub-industries hire
based on previous connections instead of open applications.. These connections are much more likely to be
made by those who already share certain privileges, like
family relations and acceptances to exclusive groups
within universities. Among other complications, workplace standards are more difficult to navigate because
jokes and comments that may handle subject matter
entirely inappropriate to most offices will be written in
scripts for entertainment workplaces. (For example: a
joke about genitalia would be inappropriate for most
opposite environments; writers would be expected to
discuss the joke if it was written in a script.)

Representation is so complicated largely because
it’s so amorphous: what does it mean to tell different
stories? Which stories are worthy of the big screen and
in an era when entertainment is still profitable, how can
honest narratives successfully market themselves to people who might not relate? Most people still don’t know,
and we’re all trying to write what we can. I hope every
aspiring creator, like me, shares some certain anxieties
about what to put into a final draft. How can I avoid
repeating negative biases that I don’t intend to have, but
were learned in a culture that values some people above
others? How can I grow, take space for myself and (try
to) have a job without stepping on the toes of peer
creatives?
I hope to actively wrestle with this and discuss with
people who consider these too. One step forward is
to consider the representation that exists already: what
stories are told, how they’re told, and what stories are
missing entirely.
Many efforts for representation have ended up
tokenizing minority groups. The difference between
tokenism and representation, though nuanced, usually
comes down to intention.
It’s well known that there are some stories that can
only be told by certain people. It’s agreed upon that
white actors should only play white characters.[4] Cis
characters playing trans characters and straight characters
playing queer characters remain hotbeds of controversy.
After Scarlet Johannsen was cast as a transgender man in
“Rub and Tag,” actress Trace Lysette’s tweeted response
went viral. Lysette tweeted, “Oh word?? So you can
continue to play us but we can’t play y’all? Hollywood
is so fucked... I wouldn’t be as upset if I was getting in
the same rooms as Jennifer Lawrence and Scarlett for cis
roles, but we know that’s not the case. A mess.”
Other trans actors echoed her opinion, writing that trans
women were often denied the roles afforded cisgender
actors. “It wasn’t against Scarlett personally,” Lysette
later told Variety. “It was more pointing out the double
standard. I’m not getting into rooms for cis roles. I started my career auditioning for those roles, and then I went
to play trans roles. And now, I feel boxed in.”
Of course, not all trans actors have the same opinion,
and experiencing a world of hate and discrimination but
also a passion-filled career leads to far more nuance than
anyone could summarize simply looking in.
Laverne Cox, a Black transgender actress known for
Orange Is The New Black and The Mindy Project said in the
same interview, “We just want more opportunities….I
think if all things were equal, then everyone should be
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“

“Many efforts for representation have ended up
tokenizing minority groups.
The difference between tokenism and representation,
though nuanced, usually
comes down to intention.”
able to play every character. But all things are not equal.
As an artist, I don’t ever want someone telling me that
I shouldn’t play something. But the reality is, 84% of
Americans do not personally know someone who is
transgender. So most Americans learn what they learn
about trans people through the media.”
Representation of queer people by cisgender actors
is less controversial, as LGB[5] people can, on average,
pass for straight people more easily than transgender
people can pass for cisgender people. Nonetheless, many
write that straight people can not portray the experience
of being queer. Natalie Dokken ’23 wrote for The Dartmouth last May, “To pretend to be gay for the screen is to
pretend to understand the ways in which queer people
have learned to adapt in order to survive in a heteronormative society... this knowledge is not something
one can, nor should, forge. Meanwhile, to pretend to be
straight is to pretend to subscribe to society’s expectations and understand what it means to be like everyone
else — which in many ways is what queer people have to
do to survive.”
Many share Dokken’s perspective that straight
people can’t understand or honestly express the experience of being queer, though others resent the idea that
a person’s sexuality should limit the roles they are able
to play. This is further complicated when some other
members on the creative team are queer, especially when
scripted television and movies are often considered a
director’s medium. Instead of playing to a stage, an actor
will repeat the same scene over and over with new notes
and from different angles: depending on a directing style,
a five-minute scene might take hours to film. In this way,
an actor has far less control over the final product than
high-level executives. It’s up to writers, directors and
executive producers to make sure queer people aren’t
portrayed as caricatures instead of people.
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Storytelling is not limited to the voices and faces of
actors cast as characters, but also refers to the music and
video editors, writers, directors and producers who manipulate them. (Here are a few terms for anyone unfamiliar with the entertainment industry: “Above the line,” a
term referring to higher-ups in production whose salary
depends on the success of the project. “Below the line”
workers are paid for their job regardless of the financial
success of the project.) Already, the tournament culture
of Hollywood is a breeding down for biases and descrimination. An unsaid ethos says “you are replaceable.”
“Below the line” workers report high levels of
microaggressions, especially based around race. As they
can be nameless and faceless outside of their division
(for example, cameramen may not know every set artist),
prejudices may play a larger role in dictating action.
Artisans of color report feeling as though they have

to be perfect to receive the same amount of recognition
as white colleagues as well as incessant microaggressions.
[6] When technical creators are told their race makes
them “hard to work with” or are harassed by security guards under a suspicion of trespassing, their jobs
become more difficult in an already personal, challenging
and competitive industry.
To avoid tokenism and embrace representation,
people with different stories to tell need to have a voice
off-camera, as well. For example, white women, who
have been physically present on-screen, are often yet to
earn equal representation among writers, directors and
producers. Perhaps as a direct consequence, many feminine characters still lack distinct personality traits and
nuanced development despite maintaining fairly consistent screen time.
A remarkably few number of films and mainstream

Art By: Chloe Jung

television shows pass the Bechdel test — even some of
my favorites. (To pass the Bechdel test, two women must
talk to each other about something other than a man.
That’s it.) That means that so many female characters
become props for male characters or portray gender stereotypes not because it’s essential to their character, but
because the male writers couldn’t think of a woman any
other way. I’d like to be clear, though: a woman acting
feminine isn’t inherently anti-feminist. There’s nothing
wrong with a girl who chooses to wear dresses every day,
who is invested in romantic relationships or cares about
fashion and style. There is a problem when every girl
shares traits simply because they’re women written by
men on the show because authenticity is neglected.
In fact, despite the fact that (white, cis, straight)
women appear quite frequently in movies and television,
the repeated portrayal of warm, unassertive women has
been tied to lower mental health in women viewing.[7]
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Panther and Crazy Rich Asians were remarkably successful
in box offices) are more people falling victim to corporate-encouraged messaging?

If anything, the fact that women have been represented literally on screen for decades shows that simply
showing a demographic or character onscreen is not
enough. Underrepresented people must have the same
space and ability to be assertive and free from stereotypes as characters whose stories have been told for generations. Emphasis on representation means more than a
minute on screen, it means a voice, an action and a fully
developed character that influences a plot.

Representation of minorities easily continues to encourage stereotypes and divisions. A personal frustration
of mine was Love, Simon. It was a movie that represented some queer people: a young, gender-conforming,
conventionally attractive white boy in a comfortable
family came of age. There were people who saw themselves represented in a way they had never been before.
It didn’t sit well with me, and I didn’t understand it until
I read Jacob Tobia’s “Is There Room For Queer Kids In
Hollywood?” The answer from that movie? No. Although
it showed that some gay kids were fine, it looked down
a gender-non-conforming Black gay character named
Ethan. We don’t know what happens to Ethan, except
that Simon isn’t comfortable to be associated with him.
Ethan is not granted narrative dignity, he does not get
the same celebration of his sexuality as Simon. Simon’s
coming out is a big deal; Ethan’s coming out scene is
comic relief.

Representation can’t be the end of discussion,
because advertising means that a targeted audience is
a commodity. As an audience, it has become our responsibility to know that our eyes is a commodity for
advertisers. When I see Rachel Bloom sing “You Stupid
Bitch,” and I think “oh, okay. She gets it” or when I
identify with Syd’s general frustration in I Am Not Okay
With This, a more cynical part of me realizes I’m a much
easier target for mass marketing. They found my demographic. With the ever-increasing pace of social media
innovation, the relationship between viewer, creator, and
anonymous ad seller becomes even more complicated.
Even people who only pay for add-free services aren’t
immune from subtle marketing. Spoiler for Knives Out: director Rian Johnson told Business Insider’s Paige Leskin
that Apple wouldn’t let any villain use an Apple product.
The intention, of course, was to maintain a brand image.
What similar subliminal advertising could be shaping our
perspectives? The easier it is to target any demographic,
the harder it is to separate a director’s creative vision
from intentional corporate advertising.
It’s nearly impossible to capture the nuance that
exists within mainstream stories. Now that these stories include more people and have a wider reach (Black

If queer characters are shown on screen, represented in a strictly literal sense but stereotyped and criticized,
is there a benefit? This progression parallels the way
that the media in general sells stereotypes and unachievable standards to women. Compare the mainstream gay
characters to the people who model pride merch in June:
often white, often cis-presenting and gender-conforming. As soon as a subset of queer people enjoyed their
own reflections in mainstream narratives, and even just
before, they became a readily-targeted audience for overpriced rainbow t-shirts and headbands and shoes.

“

I don’t mean to say that we’re doomed: positive representation exists. Nonetheless, mindful engagement with
media, active critique and conscious exploration of our
media landscape remains absolutely necessary. Authentic representation remains a work in progress; there is
still so much good to be done.
Works Cited:
[1] I’ve included diversity in quotes because even though diversity literally refers to variation, actively sought-after diversity usually refers to a step away from aforementioned “default” characteristics.
[2] Nicole Martins and Kristen Harrison, “Racial and Gender Differences in the Relationship Between Children’s Television Use and Self-Esteem: A Longitudinal Panel Study,” Communication Research
39, no. 3 (2012): 338-357.
[3] GLAAD originally stood for “Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation” but have since changed their name to GLAAD to better represent their efforts in supported bisexual and transgender
people.
[4] That’s actually only mostly true. Alison Brie apologized this year for playing Diane Nguyen, an animated Vietnamese character, in Bojack Horseman. Many believe she wasn’t in the wrong for accepting the role.
[5] As well as pansexual, asexual people, and anyone who falls under those umbrellas
[6] David S. Cohen, “Artisans So White: Minority Workers and the Fight Against Below-the-Line Bias.” Variety, August 9, 2016, variety.com/2016/artisans/features/below-the-line-diversity-racism-artisans-1201833014/.
[7] Martins and Harrison, “Racial and Gender Differences.”
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Like what you’re reading? Intrigued by the design work you’ve seen? Interested in joining a
team of folks who are passionate about intersectional feminism?
Consider joining the Spare Rib Family!
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There are a variety of ways you could get involved:

Writing an article
Creating a personality quiz
Creating a crossword puzzle
Working with InDesign to create the layout for an article
Creating digital art to be used in the magazine
Creating digital art to be featured on the cover
Working on our social media
Helping to guide the future interests of Spare Rib
Coming to meetings and making friends, nothing further required!

We create a magazine each term, focused on a theme (like this issue’s theme, Respiration!!).
You can be as involved as you like each term. Our space is open to all! Slack is our most
used mode of communication, and we use it as both a workspace and social space. If you’re
interested in joining, contact us at spareribdartmouth@gmail.com.

We’d be delighted to have you.
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From a biological perspective, our body doesn’t actually
allow us much conscious control. We have this idea that we’re in control of our
bodies, but no matter how much we focus on it, we can’t make our hearts beat in
a different rhythm, can’t make our immune systems work more efficiently, and can’t
tell our brains to produce more dopamine (I know, I’m bummed about it, too). But this
is for good reason! Allowing us to interfere with our heartbeat would almost certainly
be disastrous. So, the exceptions to this rule of “don’t let consciousness interfere with
survival” are particularly noteworthy because of how seemingly counterintuitive they are.
For instance, we can avoid blinking to the point of pain and burning before our bodies will
take control back. But this example’s importance pales in comparison to the other notable
exception: breathing. Most of the time, we forget about breathing and our body handles it
for us, performing the vital process of exchanging oxygen and carbon dioxide so each and
every cell in our bodies can create energy. I find it surprising that our body will allow us
conscious control of such a vital exchange. Even though our bodies take back control
if we hold our breath for too long, it’s nonetheless odd that we can consciously
deprive our cells of the single most important exchange for eukaryotic cell survival.
So, if this seems so odd and counterintuitive for survival, why can we do it? To
answer this question, consider the scenarios where we decide to control our breath.
Being underwater is one, but the fact that infants instinctively hold their breath
underwater implies that this isn’t necessarily the reason we are “allowed” to control
our breath. The next scenario that comes to mind is to control our emotional state. For
instance, when we’re presented with scenarios like public speaking, confessing love, or
admitting guilt, our emotional state of anxiety ramps up our heart rate, respirations, and
intrusive thoughts.[1] To counteract this, I’m sure we’ve all at some point employed a breathing
technique or two. Whether it be as simple as taking deep breaths or something more complex like
square breathing, we can reduce our physical anxiety by controlling our breathing.
This idea is the one I find most plausible: the breath being a link between our emotional energy
state — whether that be anxious or aroused or somewhere in between — and our conscious thought. By
controlling our breath, we can play an active role in controlling the collective state of emotion we’re feeling
at any given time. Breathing to control this instinctive emotional energy is a way for our consciousness to
interact with the present self.
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Art of Women By Sophie S. Williams
Reference: Valerie Sagun, insta @biggalyoga

A Beginner’s Meditation: Body Scan
1. Begin by finding a comfortable position: seated or lying down on your back, up to you!
2. Bring your attention to your breath. Don’t try to change it yet, but allow your mind to
settle on the way your breath feels.
3. As your inhalations inflate your lungs, focus on how your nostrils cool, how your chest
stretches slightly as it rises, how the air feels as it moves across your tissues.
4. As your exhalation exits your body, feel the warmth begin to sink into the tissues of the
nose, feel your rib cage settle down into your chest, feel the air becoming gentler as it
exits the lungs.
5. When you feel like your mind is starting to settle, bring your attention to your feet. As
you breathe in, focus on bringing light and softness into each foot. As you exhale, think
of letting go of anything you don’t need there. Continue until your feet feel relaxed and
light.
6. With your next inhalation, follow the above steps for your calves, and then thighs, hips,
hands, forearms, biceps, shoulders, chest, neck, mouth, and face.
7. When you have finished each section of your body, take a moment to bask in the feeling
of your breath and your body fully connected. When you are ready, bring your awareness back to the room, and gradually move small sections of your body to return to the
outside world.
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Meditation
The ability to manipulate our emotional energy
using our breath is certainly an exciting prospect.
What can we do with it? As previously mentioned,
we can use it to control a spike in anxiety. But we
can take that further, into the art of meditation.
Since very nearly the beginning of meditative
practice, breath has been important as a way to
connect us to our emotional energy state, helping
to foster a state of mental well-being. Ānāpānasati,
loosely translated Sanskrit for “mindfulness of the
inhalation and exhalation,” is a Buddhist meditation
method that was widely practiced in ancient times
and is currently popular as well. In practicing this
type of meditation, one must concentrate upon the
length (long or short) and weight (heavy or light)
of the breath. Becoming aware of the way air enters
the nostrils, how it fills the lungs, how it warms the
upper lip, is all a part of focusing on the breath to
allow for clarity of thought.[2].

And, when successfully
meditating, there is a real
change in the way our brains
behave.
If you’ve been a little worried at how I’ve been
sounding like a New-Age hippie eating granola and
smelling of, shall we say, skunk, here’s some sure
enough scientific proof to assuage your worries.
According to the research of Gaëlle Desbordes, a
Harvard Medical School radiology instructor and
neuroscientist at Massachusetts General Hospital,
our brain activity markedly changes as a result of
meditation Even when performing everyday tasks
in no way related to meditation, decreased activity
in the amygdala — which controls the ability to
feel certain emotions, like fear in particular —
was found.[3]. So, if we can change the way our
amygdala works, then meditation can quite literally
change the way our brain triggers an emotional
response*. And dozens upon dozens of meditation

practices encourage using the breath as a
way to ground us, bringing our conscious
thought towards our present self. Upon
just a quick Google search of “how to
meditate for beginners,” breath was
mentioned in every search
result
on the first page. The breath
is
the one of the
most important
aspects of
meditation,
serving to
anchor our
thoughts.
When we
get more in
touch with our
breathing, we can
slowly learn how our
consciousness can exist within
our bodies more easily, more
happily, and less stressfully.
I’m sure you’re enthralled
with the thought: a happier,
less stressed out version of
you must sound appealing.
What could be better than that?
Flower Art By Sabrina Eager

* * * * * * * *

While I won’t go into further detail
here, many studies offer scientific
proof on how meditation can affect
our brains. If you are interested in
incorporating meditation into your
life, consider looking into them.

* * * * * * * *
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Orgasms
Well, a happier, less stressed out version of you
that also has banging orgasms might be
a little better. Orgasms, for vagina-owners at the very least,
are often shrouded in a bit of
mystery. Swirl, tap, circle,
rinse and repeat might have
worked yesterday, and then
it doesn’t work today. But if
the breath can work such
wonders on our daily
emotional state, what
might it be able to do for
the overwhelming onslaught
of feeling that is an orgasm?
Quite a lot actually.
To begin, I’ll backtrack to one of the fundamental ideas of meditation. When using the breath as a
tool for meditating, we train our mind to be more
sensitive to its feelings. As thoughts and emotions
come up, we acknowledge them and then return our
focus to the breath. In the long term, we become
more aware of ourselves; our joys and pleasures
come to the forefront of our consciousness. When
using the breath as a tool for better orgasms, we
use it somewhat differently. Instead of focusing our
conscious attention upon calmness and reflection
and letting go, we are focusing our conscious attention on rapture, on the particular ecstasy of sexual
sensation.
I know, you’re thinking,

“Duh, of course we’re focus
ing on how the sex feels.”
But are you really? You’ve never found your
mind wandering to what you’ve got going on tomorrow, whether you look good naked, when you
should be getting to sleep, and just occasionally,
to whether or not you should just get it over with?
If you have, you’re among lots of company. Even
when one really wants to masturbate or really wants
to have great sex with their partner, controlling our
feelings of distraction or self-criticism or stress can
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be difficult. Here is where your breath comes in.
Focusing on the breath, just like in meditation, will
pull our thoughts away from these feelings and root
us in the present moment.

The body exists in the now,
and we have to bring our
consciousness to it.

Then, we can take another step and go from
focusing on the breath to manipulating it. Doing so
can bring us from just being present in our sexual feelings to being active in our sexual feelings.
Orgasmic breathing, for example, is a breath manipulation technique designed to help energy, in
this case the energy associated with sexual pleasure,
flow through the energy channels of the body.[4].
The largest energy channel in our body aligns with
the chakras, from the root of the spine to top of
the head. If you aren’t familiar with chakras, they
are seven energy centers along the spine that correspond to different aspects of mental and physical
health. For instance, the crown chakra, at the top
of the head, is associated with purpose and
connectedness. The sacral chakra, located
just below the belly button, is associated
with sexuality, pleasure, and intimacy.[5].
As we breathe, we’re focusing on pulling
the sexual energy we’re feeling near
our
sacral chakra all the way up to
the crown.
At first, especially if
you’ve never meditated, done yoga, or been
very successful in having
orgasms, you might feel a bit
silly. That’s okay, let that feeling go, return to the breath, and
keep trying to sink into the feeling.
A
point may come where you start moving the
energy, realize it, and promptly distract yourself from it in your excitement. That’s okay
too. Just as meditation is a practice, so is sex.
Don’t force it. Allow yourself to learn.

Orgasmic Breathing
for Beginners
1. Whether you’re masturbating or
having sex with another person, begin
focusing on the tight, warm, buzzing
feeling in your pelvis near your sacral
chakra.
2. Tighten the pelvic floor muscles (the
muscles you tighten if you’re trying
not to pee) and begin an inhalation.
3. As this inhalation inflates the bottom
of your lungs, the center of your lungs,
and the top of your lungs, focus on
pulling that tight and warm energy up
your spine as far as you can.
4. As you’re pulling the energy up,
engaging your abdominal muscles by
pulling in your belly button, pulling
your shoulders back and engaging
your chest muscles, and lengthening
your neck can all help it to move
further.
5. When the energy has traveled as far
as you feel like you can get it to go
without forcing it, exhale and release
your pelvic floor muscles. You should
naturally feel the warm and buzzy
feeling drop back down.
6. With your next inhalation and pelvic
floor tightening, try to pull the energy
up further than you did before.
7. When you can bring the energy all the
way up to the crown chakra at the top
of your head (which may not happen
the first time you try!), repeat the
process and let your attention, breath,
and orgasmic energy move from your
pelvis to the top of your head on a
loop.

Reference: insta @theplusbus
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You and Your Breath
Finding the healthy and happy state of mind
that your breath can bring you to is difficult.
People spend their lives learning more about
meditation, learning more about themselves, so
you shouldn’t beat yourself up about finding
it
difficult to learn to clear the
mind, or to control an
orgasm. Think about
how incredible
the results are:
decreased
stress,
general
wellbeing,
change in
brain chemistry,
and (perhaps
most elusive)
consistent orgasms.
These things take
time, attention,
and dedication. But
regardless of how long
it takes to become an
expert, taking a moment

Works Cited:

to breathe and focus on your own emotional
energy, sexual or otherwise, can almost
immediately benefit you. Perhaps our bodies
knew what they were doing
when they decided
to let us control our
breathing. Forging
a deeper connection
with your body,
with the present
self, with the other
half of you, is an
inhale away. When
you and your body
aren’t just roommates,
you might find that
life becomes something
new. Days feel happier,
sex feels better, thoughts
feel like your own. Using
the breath to unify the body
and the mind can transform
your life. And all jokes aside, what
could be better than that?

[1] Cirino, Erica. “Everything You Need to Know About Anxiety.” Healthline, September 8, 2016.
https://www.healthline.com/health/anxiety-symptoms.
[2] “Buddhadasa - Anapanasati (Mindfulness of Breathing).Pdf.” Accessed November 13, 2020.
http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/anapanasati.pdf.
[3] Desbordes, Gaëlle, Lobsang T. Negi, Thaddeus W. W. Pace, B. Alan Wallace, Charles L. Raison,
and Eric L. Schwartz. “Effects of Mindful-Attention and Compassion Meditation Training on Amygdala Response to Emotional Stimuli in an Ordinary, Non-Meditative State.” Frontiers in Human Neuroscience 6 (November 1, 2012). https://doi.org/10.3389/fnhum.2012.00292.
[4] Soul Flower Blog. “Chakra Chart Meanings,” July 2, 2018. https://www.soul-flower.com/blog/
chakra-chart-meanings/.
[5] The Sex Ed. “Orgasmic Breathing.” Accessed November 13, 2020. https://www.thesexed.com/
blog/2018/10/3/orgasmic-breath.
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I watch the kitchen lights flicker on through the window, diffused through rectangular panes and spreading out to form golden shadows on the dark porch. Bowls of
chocolate ice cream sit haphazardly on the edge of the table, small spoons tipping
precariously on their corrugated edges. The image is a gentle one, blurred into
colors with no detail at the edge of my pupils. Alone on the dark porch, I begin to
cry, as the tranquility of the peaceful scene forms a chokehold around my trachea.
Turning away, I offer my breath instead to the predictable rhythms of the night.

In the middle of the witching hour, the summit of
Mount Moosilauke sleeps. The crunch of footsteps
against granite stilled, the chittering of squirrels and
butterflies silenced. Jagged peaks reach into a hazy
cloud of starlight, catching water droplets before they
fall to earth to break the mountain’s slumber. Against
the silence, I hear the mountain breathe; a sharp exhale
on a gust of wind, the long acquisition of oxygen
coursing through granitic veins. From my sleeping
bag, the gentle rise and fall of her chest, curves defined
by spooning pine needles in a small clearing.
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I fantasize often about a time when I might once again walk naked down Main
Street. Reveal to the world the dimples on my cheeks, brazenly expose midsummer freckles. To kiss, at length and deeply on the corner by the bookshop. In
such a world, I will no longer steal moments in alleyways. Nor will I hide myself
away as a secret for one. Instead, I will run through a crowd breathing through
my open mouth and jump into the arms of the world.

Source: Evan Moyle, trailoutfitter.com

From the South Peak of
Mount Moosilauke

Source: Mahmoud

M., tripadvisor.com
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Holding Our
Breath For

CLIMATE
POLICY
by; Penelope Spurr
Art by: Vanessa Perez-Robles
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“Two days before I
arrived at Dartmouth
I was at home packing
some final belongings and
decided to go on a short
run.”
I felt nervous about moving in, especially because
I had decided to schlep all my things to Hanover alone.
I needed to clear my head, so I went to a local track
and ran around and around, trying to glean some bit
of solace. I had only finished a couple of laps when a
layer of clouds rolled in overhead. It was four in the
afternoon, and this was still summertime; it didn’t
make sense that the clouds were so dark. The sky became hazy and strikingly orange. The air began to feel
thick in my lungs. I kept running, but soon my nose
and throat began to burn. It was the smoke. I needed
to go home. As I retraced my route the sky only darkened more, and the hot, blustery air swept up masses
of leaves. When I had access to Google, I learned that
a “high wind event” had blown smoke from two major
Oregon fires into my town.
When I flew out to Dartmouth, moved in, and
elected my classes, the fires only intensified. Shortly
after I had settled in, my dad called. He asked if there
was anything at home I wanted him to pack — anything of sentimental value — in case our family were
to evacuate. I thought for a few seconds, then asked
for him to grab an old stuffed animal. Some days later
I called them again to check in, feeling guilty from my
dorm room on a sunny, clear-skied campus. My family
had been staying
entirely indoors because the
smoke had become so thick. It had become,

according to Apple’s weather
app, “hazardous.” Physically,
the fire had crept within 30
miles of our house. This would
have felt jarringly close had our
town not been protected by the
buffer of the Willamette River,
which bisects Portland. The fire
was on the east side of the river;
we lived on the west. But the situation was worse in
other towns that didn’t have buffers like ours. One of
my friends, who had been preparing to move into her
dorm at the University of Oregon, told me over FaceTime that her classmate’s house had burned down.
Then she showed me her room, usually full of beloved
tchotchkes, now almost unrecognizably empty. Everything had been crammed into a couple of bulging
IKEA bags piled on her floor. Uncertainty weighed
on the conversation. Climate change had never felt
so haunting. What concerned me even more was the
knowledge that some families experience this fear
every summer. For them, it’s routine.
Around the same time, I learned that Metronome,
LLC had altered their 15-digit clock in Union Square
to not display the time until midnight, but rather to
display the time left until climate change will be irreversible. The clock became controversial. Why did it
have to face pedestrians, people asked, who ought to
be considered the victims of climate change? Was the
clock remotely productive? As I read support and criticism to the installation, my mind wandered back to
my run around the track and trouble breathing. Natural
disaster was sweeping my state, incinerating towns
and livelihoods. When I returned to the description
of the clock I’d been
reading, I found
What do
myself wondering: what
we have to do bedoes it mean
fore the clock reaches
to

00:00:00:00? And who
is “we”?”
have

seven
years, 103 days, 15 hours, 40 minutes,
and 7 seconds left? What do we have
to do before that clock reaches
00:00:00:00? And who is
“we”?
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To answer these questions, we
have to define the stakes. According to
the NASA Earth Observatory, the earth is
warming at a rate “roughly ten times faster
than the average rate of ice-age-recovery warming.” Industry is largely to blame for this increase,
having elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide levels
“from 280 parts per million to 414 parts per million in
the last 150 years.”
At the same time, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), if we intend to
stay below the 1.5°C threshold, the atmosphere can’t
absorb any more than 420 gigatons of carbon dioxide.
And since roughly 42 gigatons of carbon dioxide are
emitted globally every year (that’s 1332 tons per second) the budget of 420 is expected to be spent within
the next decade. The 1.5°C threshold is absolutely critical: crossing it would risk
damage to “health,
“It would be
livelihoods, food
unfair to assume that security, water
supply, huthe[se corporations] don’t man security,
and economtether citizens to
ic growth.”
consumption.”
Reaching
1.5°C, for
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example, would result in a global mean sea level rise
by roughly half of a meter, which may sound trivial but
would expose tens of millions of people to associated
risks.
Unsurprisingly, corporations contribute most to climate change. According to a 2017 report by the Carbon
Disclosure Project, we can trace 71% of carbon emissions since 1988 to just 100 fossil fuel producers. These
include both public investor-owned companies (like
ExxonMobil, Shell, and BP) and state-owned entities
(like Saudi Aramco, Gazprom, and National Iranian
Oil). The report also discloses that investors in fossil
fuel companies “own a great legacy of almost a third
of all industrial greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions...and
carry influence over one fifth of the world’s industrial
GHG emissions today.” Corporations don’t deserve all
of the blame — as consumers who continue to demand
fossil fuels, we aren’t absolved from guilt — but it
would be unfair to assume that the economic leverage
these corporations exercise doesn’t tether citizens to
consumption.
Also, regions of the United States produce and consume energy unevenly. According to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration,
“Race is the
Wyoming,
primary indicator for North

placement of toxic
facilites in the United
States.”

Dakota, Alaska, and West Virginia emitted over 50
million tons of carbon dioxide in 2010. Those states are
major producers of fossil fuels, and they require large
amounts of fossil fuels for extraction and processing.
New York and the District of Columbia, on the other
hand, emitted less than five million tons. Some regions
rely heavily on fossil fuels (the Midwest and South),
while others rely heavily on renewable energy (the Pacific Northwest and New England). Some states import
energy; others export energy. Inconsistency applies to
reverberations of climate change, too: communities of
color and communities that are low-income repeatedly
suffer the worst consequences, like toxic waste,
natural disas“This is the
ter, and food
scarcity. Ac- problem. It is vast, but it
cording to the
is not unsolvable.”
NAACP, race is
the primary indicator
for the placement of toxic facilities in the United States.
This is the problem. It is vast, but it is not unsolvable.
Resolution will require both flexibility in defining paths
to GHG reduction and unambiguity in drafting policy. It
might call for investment in wind, solar, and geothermal
energy. It might call for investment in “firm resources”
like biomass, nuclear, and
large-scale hydroelectric power. It might call for what Senator
of Massachusetts Elizabeth Warren
termed
“economic patriotism” -- emphasis
on American
employment

-- in creating energy transmission
grids. It might call for market-based
mechanisms like carbon taxes and capand-trade structures. It might -- it will
-- require persistent public activism. It will
require debate and controversy, as it already
has. And it will require a clear understanding of
repercussion: that if action is not taken, millions of
citizens will face affliction.
Joe Biden is president-elect. Some of his supporters believed in his policies passionately; others simply
voted on his behalf to prevent President Trump from
re-election. In the next few months, we will witness
sweeping prioritization of the Democratic agenda.
With this in mind, I recall the day before my flight to
Hanover when I saw smoky clouds overhead, the call
with my friend who had packed all her belongings to
prepare for evacuation, and the weather app’s categorization of my hometown’s air quality as “hazardous.” I know that the Democratic Party will prioritize
climate change; whether this priority becomes bold
and meaningful policy I am not sure. Flimsy resolutions are worthless. Biden and Harris must champion
not just reform, but reconstruction. We cannot afford
otherwise.
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Breathin

men around me aren’t inconvenienced. It’s rarely
vice-versa.

To the women reading this, I won’t explain
to you what it’s like; you get it. But to the men:
my breaths are measured. I never feel 100% full. I
was pigeonholed into a world that does not care to
scooch over and make a little room for me.

I think in fractions a lot.

I’m 1/12th of the way through class. 5/36ths completed for a project I’m working on. Taking 1/3rd of the
allotted food portions. These mental segmentations are
always running, chopping up everything I encounter.
What I find myself focusing on the most, though, is
the amount of physical space I take up relative to the
men around me.

Throughout history, manhood has been
able to take up as much space as it
pleases, being free and uninhibited no matter
the setting.
Womanhood
was

If this couch has 3 pre-segmented portions and
I take up 2/3rds of one couch cushion then I’ve got
2/9ths of the total space. He has the rest. Good.
On the subway or any public space, I push
my legs tightly together, forcing myself to take up
less than a seat. 4/5ths of a seat, 3/5ths if I’m lucky.
But we’ve all witnessed how men typically approach
a subway seat: legs splayed, not a care in the world as
to how they inconvenience the people sitting around
them.
I’ve heard so many men confused as to why
manspreading matters so much to women. They
lament that this is the hill that third-wave feminism
chooses to die on. And I get it, it’s a silly thing to be
so obsessed with, especially when issues such as wage
inequality and sexual assault still exist. But, this phenomenon hints at a much larger issue.
Why do I feel the need to make myself as small
as possible? Why can’t I take deep, full breaths and
stretch my arms out and be as big as I deserve to be?
It, like most things, comes back to the generations upon generations where women were pushed to
the background. And now that we’re tolerated here in
the foreground, things get crowded. But the thing is,
I make accommodations all day long to make sure the
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told
to fill
whatever
remained, contorting themselves
around the shape of men.
Of course, many men today still
face oppression, but the world, the subway seats,
the couch, they were all built to seat men. Being a
woman involves a constant feeling of unwelcomeness. The seat is not mine to take up and the air is
not mine to breathe.
I’ve been mostly talking about this hesitance
to take up space in a physical sense, but it also applies in a conversational sense as well. In the work-

by: Anne
art by: A

ng Room

Johnakin
Annie Qiu

place, women get spoken over and their work goes
uncredited daily. Even in classes at Dartmouth, I
find men much more willing to speak their mind
in every setting, whereas women are intentional
about when and why they speak.
The good feminist in me says that since I’m
already hyperfocused on this, that I should switch
my awareness to actively combating it. This is
much easier said than done. I get why I
deserve to take up more space,
but I can’t for the life of
me take it back.
I
think
what
I’ve

discovered
is that this
fight is not one
I can fight by myself.
While I would be too shy to
say ‘sorry, I’m talking’ when someone
interrupts me, my female coworker across the table
is more than happy to say it for me. And when I sit
down next to another woman, I let her take up as
much room as she needs. Women advocating for
other women has gotten us this far and continues
to be the reason that I feel comfortable in most
spaces.

space that I take up gets closer and closer
to being a 50/50. But that requires the burden
of this consciousness to be shared equally among
us. When I tell my male friends about what’s
constantly going through my mind, I hope that
it starts popping up in their thoughts too. “Does
Anne have enough room on this bench?” “Has she
spoken enough in this conversation?” “Is there any
way I can make this space more comfortable for
her?”

“Of course, many men
to day still face oppression, but the
world, the subway
seats, the couch, they
were all built to seat
men. Being a woman involves a constant feeling of unwelcomeness. The seat
is not mine to take
up and the air is not
mine to breathe.”
If I spend my day thinking those things
about you, all I ask is that you think them about
me too. Because I really would like 1/2 of the
couch.

I would like to say that every day the fraction of
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Sprinting a Marathon:

Hustle Culture
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To-Do List:

Homework

Turn in Homewor
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Write Paper
Laundry

Date Night

Return emails
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When my old boss offered me a job this summer,
I was relieved. I knew it would be exhausting working
on a campaign full-time, but I decided I would push
through it because it was better than “doing nothing.”
Those 6 weeks, I worked on weekends and either slept
through or took care of extracurriculars on my day off.
I slipped into a strange eating and sleeping schedule
to accommodate my shifts. Despite having a miserable
sinus infection and being emotionally drained, I didn’t
take a single day off. When I told my boss that I was
running on low energy, he told me I was too young to
burn out. My dad finally asked, “Why are you working
so hard?” He was right... Why was I working so hard?
Our generation is strangely obsessed with hustle
culture and packed schedules. Logically, people who
lead healthier and more balanced lives should be seen
as the most successful; after all, it signals better time
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management and efficiency. But in a capitalist society
that measures a person’s value by their productivity and
contributions, young people have begun to feel a pressure to work constantly. Specifically troubling is how
hustle culture affects students. From as early as middle
school, students glamorize toil and create a toxic environment with significant influence on our decisions.
We’re told that life is a marathon in which we need to
pace ourselves, while simultaneously being praised for
working 24/7.

At the expense of our health and wellbeing,
this has produced an entire generation of
sprinters who just can’t catch its breath.
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A Deep Dive into Hustle Culture:

Hustle culture is a societal obsession to work harder, faster, and more often.[1] Hustle culture inspires
workaholism, the tendency to work compulsively either
out of enjoyment or obligation. But where does hustle
culture come from and why does it pervade society?

American Capitalist Drivers

In a capitalist society, money is god and acquiring it becomes the most important, central aspect of
life. Capitalism is disguised as a meritocratic system
in which those who work hard succeed—and this is
one of the most convincing hoaxes to ever take over
the planet. This myth is ingrained into society and is
proving to be one of our generation’s largest hurdles to
radical clarity. It’s the perfect pipe dream to target the
less fortunate, giving people hope of achieving stability

in an oppressive, hierarchical world.[2] Convenient,
isn’t it?
It’s no surprise that capitalism has played into hustle culture when considering American (read: rugged)
individualism, the concept that every person is in control of their circumstances and therefore the quality of
their life. Individualism encourages us to continuously
work and maximize profit so we can ‘level up’ our lives.
Rather than realizing the hypocrisy in bootstraps,
our society is geared towards hustling to success, and
monetary success is valued above all else. Consequently, we contribute to the commodification of our own
labor, preferring workaholism over a healthy work-life
balance. Worse, we are brainwashed into believing that
this is worthwhile, playing out our roles as cogs in the
capitalist machine with very few achieving proportional rewards. This is the terrifying genius of capitalism: it
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thrives off of exploitation, in which the exploited break their backs voluntarily.
If the rise of billionaires in the last two decades has taught us anything, it is that hard work does not directly
translate into wealth or success. Marginalized members of society will always have to hustle harder to achieve a
fraction of what the most privileged do in an hour. Additionally, the American myth of the “self-made millionaire”
relies on the false notion that empires are “self-made.” Rather, success is driven by the hard work of employees much
farther down on the chain of command who work themselves to the bone to receive only a fraction of the total profit.
While many are starting to realize that this isn’t acceptable, it doesn’t change the fact that we live in a capitalistic society and are pressured to play the game or die. We either have to hustle or are doomed to remain in the same place, a
fate considered worse than death in this “meritocracy.”

Black cultural Origins

The concept of hustling only became associated
with working hard in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. During this time, hustle was often used to associate Blackness with laziness or ‘lacking hustle’, implying that Black struggle is a result of inherent qualities
as opposed to systemic oppression. Societal pressures
to challenge this as well as economic disadvantage
eventually led to the birth of hustle culture within the
Black community. At the heart of this was the misconception that hustling could help Black people overcome
racist, economic barriers and possibly thrive. In the
1990s and 2000s, Black rappers began spotlighting
hustling as a means of providing and achieving wealth,
flooding hustle culture with the flattering light of pride,
skill, and masculinity. Songs like “I’m A Hustla” by
Cassidy made hustling a symbol of resilience and empowerment in the Black community, not just a means
of survival.[3]

Like much of black culture, hustling has since pervaded mainstream culture.
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Because of its roots in a racial dichotomy between ‘hardworking’ and ‘lazy’, hustling still divides
society into those who grind and those who don’t.
Still a symbol of resilience and empowerment, hustle
culture labels those who don’t or can’t hustle as lazy
and despondent when most people’s realities aren’t so
simple. Intermingling with the pressures of capitalism
to buy into workaholism, hustle culture shames us into
working harder than we should simply to avoid being
judged. It also puts the most ambitious hustlers on a
pedestal, creating a toxic dynamic.

“hustle culture Shames us
into working harder than we
should”

Technological Complications

According to Lehigh University Associate Professor of Journalism and Communication Jeremy Littau,
Ph.D, millennials’ relationship with technology is
unique as it provides a window into the working lives
of others, perpetuating hustle culture. Because social
media encourages us to document all aspects of our
lives, it has made it easier to view the hustles of others,
fueling our obsession with workaholism. We see and
deify our peers who have gotten rich through their
hustles as well as those simply working their asses off.
Unavoidably, we also compare ourselves to them, wondering why we haven’t managed to be equally successful. The same capitalistic myth that anyone can succeed
if they work hard gets to us because it seems easier than
ever to have a business or get into influencing.[4]
This has furthered the social pressures of hustle
culture to specifically target younger generations. The
ease with which we compare ourselves to others taps
into our fears of judgment and failure, creating anxiety
in any form of idleness. And while there is a temptation to gaslight individuals who point this out, there
are very real physical and emotional consequences. For
the last few years, my little sister has been experiencing
periods where she wasn’t able to breathe well, which
really frightened her. It took a while to pinpoint, but
eventually a doctor identified them as mild anxiety
attacks and asked her to avoid stressful situations. But
she wasn’t doing anything stressful. Her last attack had
come shortly after seeing a picture of a friend who
already had a particularly challenging workload piling
on another extracurricular. A fifteen year old experiencing anxiety from a simple Instagram post should
say everything that needs to be said about why hustle
culture is so ingrained into our generation and how
dangerous it can be.

“ The

EASE

With which we

COM
PARE

Ourselves
To
Others
Taps into our

Fears

Judgement &
FAILURE,

of

Creating

ANXIETY in any form of

Idleness.

”
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The Dartmouth Hustle

A large portion of Generation Z are currently students, and it’s interesting how hustle culture manifests in
schools. Although there is undoubtedly significant overlap, I can’t speak to the specifics of schools other than Dartmouth, where hustle culture is alive and well. In fact, we have our very own flavors of toil glamour.

Defying Our Humanity

Overworked as a Personality Trait

No shade to one of my favorite people at Dartmouth, but a particular friend of mine embodies the
‘overbooked’ personality trait. He’s always running
between meetings, practically lives in Blobby, and has
a calendar so full that the only time he could meet for
MUN meetings was at midnight. While he occasionally
complains about exhaustion, generally, he is in love
with his lifestyle. But why? It allows him to be both academically and socially active, the paradoxical, crème
de la crème lifestyle at Dartmouth. Everyone knows
him and he seems to know everyone else. Despite
‘doing everything’, he manages to also be a good friend
and hits all the parties.
Are he and other ‘overbooked’ students superhuman? Experts at time management? Have they found
a way to add hours to their days? No. They simply live
overbooked and get away with it. These students appear
to be able to work long hours without sacrificing play,
earning them a lot of clout and maximizing their ability
to meet new people. But in reality, something is sacrificed, whether it be mental wellness, physical health,
relationships, or other staples of life. The notoriety this
practice brings inspires many Dartmouth students to
strive to be overbooked so much so that it’s possible
that every student could find themselves frantically
scaling a spectrum between free and overbooked. It’s so
ingrained into Dartmouth culture that it has become a
personality trait, an ideal that people hustle to achieve.
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Before coming to Dartmouth, I did not drink coffee,
so I never imagined I’d get a coffee addiction. But sure
enough, a challenging anthropology class drove me right
into the arms of 10:00 PM coffees, caffeinated chocolate, and espresso beans. Dartmouth students, like most
college students, use caffeine to force our bodies to work
with our unsustainable lifestyles. The allure is simple:
the longer we’re awake, the more productive we can be
in a day. Instead of attempting to focus more and change
our habits to be more productive, we find it easier to just
add more hours into our day by skipping out on sleep
(since sleep is not part of the hustle). Social dynamics
at Dartmouth encourage this behavior to go beyond assignments to social activities, like going out to play pong
despite being tired or bearing the cold to get Late Night
with friends despite having a fever. We push our bodies
past their capabilities, replacing sleep with coffee, sugar,
pills, and other vices. And because everyone else is doing
it, it’s a practice that has not only become normalized but
praised.

Where overbooking becomes especially toxic is
its intersection with performative workaholism, in
which we pretend to be obsessed with work, but also
appear to have things completely under control. While
we might joke around that we’re ‘dying’, nobody wants
to admit when the work is actually getting the best of
them. It’s almost like we are all participating in a competition to see who will crack under the pressure first,
pushing us to hustle harder to “get away” with being
the most overbooked.

“Live overworked and
Get away with it”

Productivity Junkies

This past summer, I took my first off term. Between
the rush of returning home due to the pandemic and
taking four classes in the spring, I never quite got to
finding something to do when I finally got a break. I
figured everyone would be struggling to sort out any
activity due to COVID-19, but all my peers seemed to
have an internship locked down. Literally everywhere
I looked from LinkedIn to GroupMe, everyone seemed
to be doing something glamorous and worthwhile. In
my mind, there was an expectation to “do something”
with an off-term at Dartmouth and I believed I should
be productive like my peers. As a result, my summer
felt incredibly empty; any freetime made me anxious
and discouraged rather than relaxed.
In reality, I was being productive: phone banking
for the ACLU, crafting a 30 page paper on the Salvadoran Civil War, and resurrecting Spare Rib. But these
things did not fill up all my day by any means, making
my summer feel empty. But so what if I wasn’t busy? So
what if I hadn’t actually been productive? The discomfort I have with being ‘unproductive’ stems deeper than
having a slow off term as a chronic overachiever (which
virtually everyone at Dartmouth is).

we’re taught to associate economic
producTivity with our value,
societally and instrinsically, which
influences how we spend our time.
On campus, I filled any free time I had with clubs,
events, and jobs. I felt a certain pride when my peers
told me I “was really involved” and I was addicted to
that feeling. I told myself I stayed productive ‘for me’,
but almost all the work I did was to the benefit of others or to shape how others viewed me. While that was
not necessarily intentional, nor a bad thing, I would

have probably benefited from some “less productive”
activities like watching TV that would’ve been solely
‘for myself ’ or ‘for fun’. The prevalence of superficial
club membership, the high volume of activities that
many Dartmouth students participate in, and the kneejerk judgement that comes with humanities majors
indicate that productivity is a generally shared addiction. Ultimately, hustle culture’s manifestations at Dartmouth largely reflect the negative consequences and
toxic environment it creates in student life everywhere.

The Verdict

What can we take away from the fact that toil
glamour and hustle culture pervade student culture
at Dartmouth and other schools? On one hand, it is
arguable that hustle culture creates more good than a
less work-driven culture might since there’s more volunteering and more innovation. Possibly. But at what
expense? We should ask ourselves if hustle culture is a
key reason that our generation suffers from higher levels of depression and stress than previous generations.
At the heart of this issue is our definition of productivity. Colloquially, we refer to productivity when
discussing work that provides external validation
like grades or money. We don’t see working on mental health, taking a break, or sleeping as productive
because the product isn’t tangible, not because there is
no product. The product is personal. Failing to acknowledge these activities as productive contributes to
workaholism, inefficient work habits, and lower quality
work.

Don't always feel
like you have to

“ Do something ”
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An especially troubling risk, however, is early
burnout. We already see burnout affecting millennials,
who had to hustle through two financial crises and now
struggle with basic ‘adult’ tasks like doing taxes.[5] Many
Gen Z students simply believe that they possess an exceptional fortitude without evidence, refusing to consider burnout as a possibility. The general disbelief and the
shame associated with burnout makes it hit harder if and
when it does happen.
Additionally, so many young people running on low
energy pose the threat of a simultaneous mass burnout a
few years down the road. What will this mean for a generation notorious for its activism and global awareness,

expected to solve the problems left by our predecessors?
Will we keep our stamina as more of us take on leadership roles, or will we run out of steam?

“The general disbelief and
the shame associated with
burnout makes it hit harder
if and when it does happen”

Ultimately, it is in our hands to fight this culture and our reactions towards it. First, we need to recognize that
our current social norms sap our life energy to the benefit of large corporations, which have helped mold society to
operate this way. As young people, we glamorize toil and perpetuate hustle culture, but these are not natural, necessary, or neutral phenomenons. They exist because we let them, but they don’t have to. Next, we need to commit to
personal changes. We should start viewing mental health as a vital part of maintaining productivity and increasing
the efficiency of our work. We need to stop glamorizing toil by altering our mindsets against unhealthy habits and
stop giving automatic clout to people who perpetuate them. Of course, this is easier said than done, and tackling
hustle culture will require a slow burn change.

“but it’s possible
— and, more importantly, vital —
to the health of our generation
and those to come.” _
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Our Staff
Our first edition, though frought with growing pains as we established a new magazine, was
created during the summer, when most of us had a lot of free time. This edition presented a
new set of challenges as we navigated a partially remote, partially on campus, and totally online
term. Though difficult, and at times exhausting, we’ve created something to be proud of.
To all of the people who bent over backward to make this beautiful magazine happen, who
spent hours moving text boxes back and forth, who listened to the dozens of Google doc
comments, who dug through Slack trying to find the exact message they needed, thank you for
putting your love into this edition. It’s been a privilege to work with you.
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Content: Authors of articles
Editing: Editors who gave more official feedback on articles
Peer Editing: Editors who gave feedback on articles
Page Design: Designers who created the layout of each page of the magazine
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Layout Review: The “final eyes” on the design work done for each article
Cover Design: Creator of the formatting on top of the cover art
Cover Art: Artist of the cover
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